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Abstract

In his address upon receiving the Nobel Prize for literature on
December 10 1 1950, William Faulkner stated that the only topic "worth
writing about" is "the problems of the human heart in conflict with
itself. 111 Throughout his career, Faulkner attempted to convey this idea;
regardless of the actual subject or the characters, this theme weaves
itself through the author's works.

Even Faulkner's works of the 1920s

and early 1930s demonstrate this concern with the psychological and
emotional problems of his characters.

Among the characters most troubled

are the veterans returning home after fighting in Europe during World
War I and the people who are, in turn, affected by the veterans' troubles.
World War I devastated more than just the scarred countries of
Europe; among its victims were the millions of men who participated in
the conflict, their families, and others with whom they came in contact
upon returning home.

literature of the 1920s records the frequently

tragic effects of the war upon these survivors, depicting with great
sadness the disintegration of their lives and their relationships with
their families and acquaintances.

Using Ernest Hemingway's The��

Rises and its characters as exemplars of what Gertrude Stein names the
Lost Generation, one can examine Faulkner's works to compare his characters
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with Hemingway's for those traits associated with World War I veterans.
Despite whatever similarities may exist, however, Faulkner's characters
must deal also with their Southern heritage as it influences their actions
in and reactions to the war as well as their relationships with friends
and family afterwards.
Seven characters-returning veterans Bayard Sartoris, Horace Benbow,
Montgomery Ward Snopes, Caspey Strothers, Buddy Maccallum, Gavin Stevens,
and Tug Nightingale-comprise Faulkner's Lost Generation which must
embrace some viable means of survival in the twentieth century which
exists following World War I.

Compounding their problem is the presence

of a distinct Southern heritage based on memories of the Civil War and
the Lost Cause, a devotion to the land; an aristocratic hierarchy based
on feudalism and slavery, and a concept of personal and family honor.
Not until the characters are able to balance these two lifestyles are
they able to function adequately in modern society.
Of Faulkner's veterans, only Caspey Strothers and Buddy Maccallum
are able to achieve a successful balance soon after the war; the
"abiding earth" to which they find themselves drawn enables these two to
accomplish this task.

Horace Benbow and Gavin Stevens must wait more

than a decade before they can achieve a compromise of lifestyles; until
that time they both are romantics who find themselves incapable of aey
meaningful action.

Montgomery Ward Snopes becomes thoroughly modern and

mercantile, rejecting traditional values.

Tug Nightingale updates these

same values and believes his part in World War I to be essential to some
noble cause.

Young Bayard Sartoris is unable to reach such an understanding,

and he experiences a "doomed fatality" which results in his eventual death.
1 William
Faulkner, "Address upon Receiving the Nobel Prize for
Literature,"� Portable Faulkner, ed. Malcolm Cowley (New York:
Viking Press, 1967), p. 723.
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Foreword
In his address upon receiving the Nobel Prize for Literature on
December 10, 1950, William Faullmer stated that the only topic "worth
writing about" is "the problems of the human heart in conflict with
itself. 111 Throughout his career, Faulkner attempted to convey this idea;
regardless of the actual subject or the characters, this theme weaves
itself through the author's works.

Even Faulkner's works of the 1920s

and early 1930s demonstrate this concern with the psychological and
emotional problems of his characters.

Among the characters most troubled

are the veterans returning home after fighting in Europe during World
War I.and the people who are, in turn, affected by the veterans' troubles.
World War I devastated more than just the scarred countries of
Europe; among its victims were the millions of men who participated in
the conflict, their families, and others with whom they came in contact
upon returning home. Literature of the 1920s records the frequently tragic
effects of the war upon these survivors, depicting with great sadness the
disintegration of their lives and their relationships with their families
and acquaintances.

---

Using Ernest Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises and its

characters as exemplars of what Gertrude Stein names the Lost Generation,
one can examine Faulkner's works to compare his characters with Hemingway's
for those traits associated with World War I veterans.

Despite whatever

similarities may exist, however, Faulkner's characters must deal also
with their Southern heritage as it influences their actions in and reactions
to the war as well as their relationships with friends and family afterwards.
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Chapter I
World War I and the 1920s
The first world war of 1914-1918 was a gedsend for an entire generatien
of Americans. First, it allewed the men a chance to experience the
romanticism festered by tales of ancestral bravery in the Civil War and
the hundred-days' conflict of the Spanish-American War. Secondly, the
war provided the current yeunger generation with an excuse to reject
formally a code of mores that it found intelerable, ineffective, and
outdated. But, what promised to be a "grand adventure" in 1914 had its
ultimate conclusion a decade and a half later in a financial depression
mirrering an emotional and spiritual depression that lasted ten years.
Frederick J. Hoffman relies on the literature of the 1920s to find
a cause for the earlier involvement of ma.iv young men in Werld War I:
" • • • there is an untidy eagerness to •get into the thick of it,� to be
doing something, to push up to the frent before the excitement is over.
Since 1865 .Americans had had no real opportunity to test themselves on
fields of battle; the Spanish-American War • • • was really only an
incident."·

Despite their desire fer excitement, Hoffman admits, "Of

these young men, almost no one was precisely aware of his motive fer being
in Europe." Many participated spurred on by grand stories of ancestral
bravery in earlier conflicts; still others went "to help make the world
a little better·• .,

l

Regardless of their reasons for traveling to Europe, many soldiers
found themselves, at the end of the war, disillusiened and offended by
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their experiences. Modern warfaxing techniques had shattered romantic
preconceptions of battle. War had become mechanical and impersonal:
the truck and the tank replaced the horse; large artillery miles from
the frent replaced field cannon only hundreds of yards apart; hand-to
hand combat, although still present, declined with the advent of hand
grenades and more effective guns; gas warfare that could kill scores with
a single shell eliminated the necessity for one soldier to

aim

the airplane moved the battlefield from the ground to the sky.

at another;
Death,

never glorious, now became violent, cruel, and impersonal, losing whatever
rey-stique it may have had in previous wars. Hoffman summarizes the effect
these radical changes had on American combatants:

"Whatever it was that

led to participation or near participation, not a few Americans met with
violence, came close to death, and suffered one or another kind of
shock • • • • The danger in many cases became real, and thus quickly changed
the dispositions of maey Americans,"2 From a glorious� selfless
cause, the war gradually degenerated to a seeminm suicidal nightmare
that most combatants would be thankful to forget.
Granted, the war had been a traumatic experience for the warriors,
but the return home was even more unpalatable to them.
and Herbert

w.

F,dwards point out in their Backgrounds

Rod

w. Horton

2£ American

Literary

Thought the intolerable and unsatisfactory conditiens in the United
states.

Soldiers came home to find that their old jobs were unavailable

and bad business prevented the creation of new; the public shunned them
as "Problem children"; they themselves had to endure a "world-weariness"
which aided the development of their depression; and they must once again
put on the cloak of Puritan-Victorian respectability they had shed to risk
their lives. These contradictory demands resulted in the only recourse

possible for these men-"a complete overthrew f genteel standards of
behavior ." 3
To the veterans, blame for the events or the preceding four years
rested not with their generation but with their elders. Hoffman outlines
the general attitude these men felt toward their leaders:
The elders had made feols of themselves, had involved the young
in murderous felly; hew could they respect them? Nothing they
could do in the future could be one-tenth as absurd as what their
elders had done. Why, then, aheuld they consider themselves
responsible f•r the pestwar world?4 They felt their only
responsibility was to themselves.
One or the respensibilities the younger geaeratien er the war-age felt
they owed themselves waste find a lifestyle that would reflect their
philesephies and moral values. The Puritan-based mores •f the elder
generation no longer suited the carpe

.9!!!!!. attitude

or the veterans,

se, as Hoffman emphasizes, the "1920s were marked by a disrespect for
tradition and an eager wish to try out any new suggestions regarding the
nature of man-his personal beliefs, cenvictiens, er way to salvation"
(p. 33). This search fer acceptable values manifested itself through a
general disregard for such standard concepts as honor, morality, religion,
and legality, replacing these values was a laissez-faire attitude regarding
alcohel and drugs, sex, business, and religion. The pragmatic business
practices of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries became
almost cut-throat; additionally, passage or the Volstead Act 5 in 1919
merely increased the censumption ef alcohol and contributed to the rise
in criminal activity during the decade. Horton and :Edwards describe the
decade as
• • • an age marked by the sh•cking decline ef that idealism
• • • continually cited as a major part of the American temper,
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an age when patriotism among the young turned into cynical
disillusionment, when the unity of the family was weakened
by the decentralizing.influences of the lure of the city, the
automobile, and cheap mass entertainment. Church attendance
declined more sharply than in aey decade in the country's
history, and the saving of one's soul became regarded
patronizingly as a superficial frill in the serious business
of gaining the whole world. 6
The entire country seemed hell-bent to deey those virtues of its past
that had guided it to that event which, in maey opinions, had destroyed
so maey of its youth.
The movement to find a new code and cause for living had its leaders
in the intellectuals of the decade, but the masses who put into practice
the ideas came from all classes and ages and boasted of military service
ranging from none to combat duty. One of the earliest proponents for a
"New America" was the editor of Civilization!!'.!� United States,
J. Harold Stearns, who advocated, because of the failure of almost every
aspect of American life, that the country's youth look elsewhere for
inspiration.

Stearns and maey of the book's other contributors quickly

followed their own advice, emigrating, for the most part, to France even
before their work's publication.

Maey of the youth who emulated Stearns

had been ivolved in the war and either stayed in France or returned there
after discharge; a good number of these expatriates supported themselves
through some sort of writing, either creative or journalistic.

The manner

of living exhibited by these young intellectuals closely resembled that
bohemian lifestyle found in New York's Greenwich Village since the 1870s.
So

popular did this defiant and unconventional philosophy bec<l>me that it

soon had its imitators and followers among the nonintellectuals still
residing in the United States, especially with the emerging college-age
crowd who took license through the new gaiety of the 1920s to push

5
morality to its most unconventional limits.
The exodus from America stemmed as much from a rejection of business
ethics as from a rejection of traditional morality and ideas. The
assembly-line production system stressed uniformity for manufacturing ease
and reduction of cost; its ripple effect stressed social uniformity of
persons to such an extent that individuality became unwholesome. The
odd behavior of the bohemian and the expatriate became even more eccentric
as younger people imitated the freer lifestyles of their "idols"; goldfish
swallowing and telephone booth stuffing soon gave way to wild partying,
and

drug

use exploded to an extent unparalleled until the Viet Nam era

of the 1960s

and

1970s. Hoffman lists three reasons for this extreme

reaction to America's Puritan ethics:

" • •• first for having overrated

morality and suppressed art; then (in [the] role of pioneer) for having
exalted ambition and suppressed a normal life;

and

finally (as modern

business man) for having made both morality and art servants of financial

success. 11 7' Hoffman earlier provides an explanation for the apparent ·,
popularity of such outlets for the excessive exuberance of the young
rather than of some other behavior:

1) It was a rebellion against authority: the bohemian preferred
to become a literary anarchist rather than endure an authority
· he did not respect; 2) it was an attempt, however poor, to find
the ideal life and the free one-that is when the attempt was
genuine and not mere faking; 3) it was a natural result of the
defeat of respect and propriety that the war caused. 8
Thus, the idealized values of the bohemian intellectual filtered

down

to

the masses in a bastardized state that, when perverted to its limits,
earned the decade its nickname ef the "Roaring Twenties."
The free lifestyle of the decade found its way :int• government

and

business as well as into the social activities of the young. A lack of

6
self-control and logic allowed business,to operate shoddily to such an
extent that it over-extended credit and its resources so far as to make
the 1929 stock market crash inevitable.
The tension between the younger generation's new attitudes and its
more traditional upbringing created within the youth a conflict that did
not readily resolve itself; of the expatriates who migrated to Europe
following World War I, maey stayed only a couple of years, to return to
America and become upstanding and respected members of the middle class
or the intelligentsia. 9 The people of this expatriated society were
rootless; they had left their homeland following the war in order to find
a new lifestyle in another country, but sadly they discovered they could
not make a home for themselves in their adopted lands because they did
not fit into the culture. Their attempts to become part of the foreign
lifestyle met with little success and some derision from the natives. In
addition, these veterans felt they had not been properly respected by
the people for whom they had fought; much of the war had been fought on
French soil, and the veterans had hoped for some degree of gratitude from
the French for freeing the country.

As a result of this ill-treatment

and lack of gratitude, the veterans became embittered about their war
experd.ences and disillusioned about their peacetime situations.

In turn,

they determined to continue their existence by enjoying each day as it
came, seeking whatever pleasures might

be

at hand.

The total disillusionment

these people experienced caused them to reject traditional values regarding
sex, work, and pleasure and to embrace their new hedonistic concepts.

Still,

most expatriates in Europe did try, although usually unsuccessfully, to
inmerse themselves in the literature and art of their adopted countries.
Few, however, sought to drink in the culture of each respective land, the

7
most notable exception being Ernest Hemingway.

Instead, their social

amenities of "wine, women, and song" wasted their physical energies on
hedonistic pleasures while they expended their mental powers on recollections
of "absurd" war experiences. The surface treatment these expatriates
demonstrated generated that statement by Gertrude Stein that gave the
outcast society its name, "You are all a lost generation." Horton and
F..dwards qualify Miss Stein's label as they conclude their examination of
the Twenties:

" • • • the 'lost generation' was never lost. It was

shocked, uprooted for a time, bitter, critical, rebellious, iconoclastic,

experimental, often absurd, more often misdirected-but never
' lost. '"lO

To Horton and F..dwards, the generation and age were transitional,

seeking a new outlet for energies left over from the war and suppressed
by America's Puritan background. The intense growth of athletics, the
growing popularity of that new musical fonn jazz, the disregard for
Prohibition, the increased violence in crime, the presence of anarchy and
cormnunism, the interest in a college education as a means of learning and
of establishing an occupation, the transition of the industrial board room
into a battlefield of commerce-these all testify to the multi-directional
search for a new lifestyle in the Twenties that affected not only America
but also the entire Western World.

------

Chapter II
Ernest Hemingway, the Lost Generation, and The SUn Also Rises

Ernest Hemingway seemed to be the perfect spokesman for the post
war society of the 192Os. His life and career during the period of
1917-1926 proved to be merely preparations for what would eventually be
one of the monumental works of this century's third decade. Although not
always a dispossessed or depressed child of the war, Hemingway was
familiar with those who were and was observant enough to recognize
within them the traits of the generation and the personal conflicts and
tales these lives presented.
Graduating from Oak Hill High School in Illinois in 1917, seventeen
year-old Ernest had to wait until fall before he could become a cub
reporter for the Kansas City�-

After six months, however, he sailed

to Europe in April, 1918, to become a Red Cross ambulance driver in
Italy. On July 8, severely wounded by shrapnel and machine gun fire,
Hemingway won the distinction of being the first American wounded in
Italy.

Swamped with attention from nurses, press, and military, the

youngster, just turning nineteen, tasted fame for the first time. Unable
to return to duty prior to Armistice, he found himself shipped home in
January, 1919, to become again the center of attention, now at Oak Hill.
At home, Hemingway did not, Carlos Baker implies, demonstrate aey of
the traits of the Lost Generation. Not disgruntled by his failure to find
lasting work, not depressed by America's economic or social conditions,
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Hemingway even romanticized the war by thinking of it as "the greatest

game in the world"1 and as "great sport."2 If aeything, the war instilled
in Hemingway a desire to "taste everything • •• Sometimes I think we
only half live over here."3 Recuperating from his injuries still, the
young man revelled in fishing, telling yarns, and playing the dandy who
was "intense"4 about whatever activity in which he participated. During
this idyllic period shortly after his repatriation, he worked briefly for
the Toronto

fil!!. before

returning in 1920 to Chicago, where he met

Elizabeth Hadley Richardson, whom he married in September a year later.
Planning an Italian excursion as soon as possible, the Hemingways
carefully considered the advice of their new friends, Sherwood

and

Tennessee Anderson, to visit Paris instead. With letters of introduction,
the two departed America shortly after Thanksgiving, 1921, fo:n Paris where
Ernest supported his wife and himself by mailing articles to the Toronto
�• Writing since !lis youth, the man now tried his talents in poetry,
brief short stories, and sketches, but he still found difficulty in
publishing

aI\Y

writing other than articles. But, to assuage his literary

disappointment, he associated with some of the greatest names in the
literature and culture of the Left Banlc:

Ezra Pound, Gertrude Stein,

Ford Madox Ford, Lincoln Steffens, E. E. Cummings, and F. Scott Fitzgerald.
The literary, political, and social tutelage provided by these people
coincided with publications or several poems and a short story in late
1922. His greatest early success came in August,

1 923,

when Three Stories

and Ten Poems appeared irmnediately prior to the Hemingways• return to
----

Canada for the birth of their first child, John Hadley Nicanor Hemingway.

---

The October birth briefly preceded a volume of sketches, in our time,
initially published in December, 1923.
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Returning to Paris in January, 1924, Hemingway, now working for
transatlantic, began his literary writing in seriousness, preparing the
first Nick Adams stories.

But, his writing at this time rerlected little

of the Lost Generation philosophies; in fact, as Baker points out, when
Hemingway found himself "sitting at a table in the Dome, he scornfully
pointed out the American expatriates.

They had come to Paris ostensibly

to work, yet now were content merely to be seen in Left

Bank

gathering

places, where they talked about writing and did none. 115 Quickly gaining

a reputation based on his poetry and short stories, Hemingway found himself
traveling to Pamploma, Spain, for the bullfights and for fishing. The
1925 trip became the basis for a large portion in Hemingway's novel
Fiesta about a Spanish matador and several American expatriates in
Pamploma for the festivals. Finishing the manuscript in September, he
changed the title to ,!h! � Generation; finally from other alternatives,

---

he decided on The Sun Also Rises. Published in 1926, the work drew
critical praise, reader popularity, and intense interest in the exiled
Lost Generation in Europe.
The
Also Rises
----Sun

6

Using Ernest Hemingway's ,!h! � � Rises as the standard

by

which

to judge William F.aulkner• s attempts in the Lost Generation genre, one
finds several surface traits for the various personalities. The true , .
members of this Lost Generation are hard-drinking, hard-living men who
are serious about their war experiences and their pessimistic attitudes.
Others, such as Robert

Cohn,

play at being member of · this society, seeking

the notoriety of the lifestyle as an opportunity to advance themselves,

ll
their fortunes, and their careers. The women--and Brett Ashley is the
epitome of such females-generally are also opportunistic as well as
being quite sensual, liberated both sexually and morally. One conmon
attitude bonds these disparate souls together� all are fatalistic about
their lives and their futures, unless the person is truly opportunistic
as is Cohn. This attitude forces the characters to accept the view that
life is a series of chance happenings and any attempt by man to control
his destiey is absurd. This belief leads, in turn, to the next trait of
honesty; all serious participants in the Parisian lifestyle are extremely
truthful with one another, with themselves, and with their "mates."
Lastly, the men are nature lovers; they return to the primitiveness of
nature as an inspiration and catalyst in re-establishing their lives.
Aey study of Hemingway's novel must revolve around an examination of
the central characters in order to derive a concept of what constitutes
the Lost Generation character.

Such a study is necessary because no

single character fully depicts the complete member of this group; instead,
each character either represents a part of the concept o-r- demonstrates
partially what the idea of a Lost Generation member is not. Jake Barnes
and Robert Cohn are the novel's most important characters because they
demonstrate the positive and negative aspects respectively of members of
the Lost Generation, yet Brett Ashley and Bill Gorton augment this
emerging concept by reinforcing the attitudes of the other two, a function
assigned also to many of the minor characters.
As the protagonist of the novel, Jake Barnes qui tly

u tr t

th

concept of the "Hemingway Hero," a concept that include m rry
of a member of the Lost Generation. The common qualiti

Jak

t ce
xh b t

group themselves into three main traits that allow him to deal, first,

with his own unique situation and, second, with his relationship with
people who inhabit his world.
Jake has a fatalistic acceptance of one's difficulties which forces
him to struggle to see the reality of his predicament.

In his struggle,

he avoids self-pity for his own physically and emotionally emasculated
condition, but he seeks a personal and private means of coping with the
stress resulting from his wartime experiences and from his dealings with
others.

To do so, he resorts to drinking, fishing, and experiencing

vicarious danger at the bullfights.
Jake's introspection leaves him highly sensitive to his world and
to his companions to such a degree that he embodies certain behaviors for
handling these relationships.

Because of the fonnlessness of darkness,

the night releases the fears that Jake consciously struggles so to control
during the daytime, but he refuses to allow his fears or his actions to
trouble others.

Because of his own controlled actions, Jake becomes

disturbed when other people-for example, Cohn--create problems through
their moods or actions. His concern for the rights of others, coupled
with the fatalism he shares with other characters, permits him to recognize
th0se other members of the Lost Generation whom he encounters; such
recognition pennits him to associate with those who are "one of us" (p. 112).
As a result of Jake's fatalistic approach to life and his controlled
relationships with other people, he embodies a third trait best identified
as a sort of "insulated independence" in which he operates both within
society and outside it. For example, he has developed an independence
from women because of his new cade developed after his experiences.

As

a result, he now views women as companions, not as sex objects. One
clearly has the impression that Jake Barnes could operate successfully in
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society as a loner without any sustaining relationships, but he also
clearly functions as a more complete human being with such intimate
associations.
While Jake Barnes is the pessimist who, forsaken by the times,
struggles to find a new identity that will allow

him

to function adequately,

Robert Cohn is the romantic who still relies on the past and on tradition
in order to maintain his lifestyle. In this role, Cohn becomes Jake's

antithesis, representing all that a member of the Lost Generation is not.
His emotionalism is out of place in the logical, emotionally sterile
lifestyles of Jake and Bill Gorton. His traditional concept of love and

courtship cannot :function within the strains that Brett, in her liberated
and bacchanalian lifestyle, places upon their relationship as he views
it, as a result, he comes out of the situation looking very :1.mnature and
awkward.
Although Barnes and Cohn develop their approaches to life through
different routes, each plays off the other to express himself as an
example of the Lost Generation,

Jake's background includes his war

experiences that force him to accept hardship and death as "facts of life"
that have to be faced and endured. Robert, on the other hand, missed the
war, spending his time, instead, boxing at Princeton, and as a result he
lacks the war experiences that permitted Jake to "grow up" while Robert
remains a "child" in life, Robert's romantic, traditional concepts do not
function well in the harsh reality of modern society as the other characters
live it, yet Robert cannot recognize the truth about himself or even about

the world in which he exists. Still, he does provide the context in which
Jake can frequently detail his ideas about the futility of man's existence
by proving that traditional values are inoperative in the twentieth century.

�

Jake's fatalism about life and the future surfaces.- in an early
conversation with Robert, who asks, "'Don't you ever get the feeling that
all your life is going by and you're not taking advantage of it? Do you
realize you've lived nearly half the time you have to live already?'"
After affinning the truth of Cohn's question, Jake responds, "'What the
hell, Robert • • • what the hell'" (p. 95). He accepts the fact that, to
him, there is little control exerted over life either by man or by some
outside force such as God or Fate.

Jake readily admits that he is "a

rotten Catholic" (p. 163), but he is capable of recognizing the need for
religion as a guiding influence in the lives of others. He is highly
annoyed with Cohn, who cannot grasp the need for some sort of moral code
and who can view the cathedral in Bayonne only as "a very good example"
(p. 157) of architecture rather than as a symbol of faith.
Jake's rejection of a serious religious code coincides with his
acceptance of reality about his life, an act that influences his other
traits and behavior. Hardened by his war experiences, Jake finds within
himself the ability to see the underlying truth of a situation and, as a
result, to accept the harshness of life. He first rejects Cohn's
romanticism as seen by his refusal to travel with the writer to South
America:

"'All countries look just like the moving pictures'" (p. 94).

He then counters Cohn's further arguments by telling him, "'Go on and
read a book all full of love affairs with the beautiful shiny black
princesses [of British F.ast Africa]"' (p. 95), assuming Cohn, who is
highly motivated by his literacy notions, would then want to
in that country.

go

shooting

In another situation, Jake recognizes the futility of

a sexual affair with Brett Ashley because of his physical defonnity,
feeling "'there's not a damn thing we could do"' (p. 107).

Jake's
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emasculation has caused him much anxiety until he explores his situation
in depth and comes to terms with it:
subject.

"I was pretty well through with the

At one time or another I had probably considered it from most

of its various angles, including the one that certain injuries or
imperfections are a subject of merriment while remaining quite serio.us
for the person possessing them" (p. l<Yl).

Jake will not allow himself

the luxury of self-pity because that feeling, like flaunting one's
knowledge about architecture, is designed to call attention to oneself
or to obtain compassion from others.

Instead of pity, Jake embraces the

qualities of courage and determination in the face of adversity as the
means of successful survival, yet he fully admits to Robert that most
people are incapable of fully exhibiting these traits:

"'Nobody ever

lives their life all the way up except bullfighters'" (p.

94). The

person who attempts this behavior, therefore, is the one Jake most admires.
Jake's means of handling his reality is three-fold:

he works hard,

he drinks hard, and he plays hard. He works intense].Y, although few scenes
in the novel show such activity, trying to finish his work quick]_y and
diligentzy. Once the work is completed, though, Jake turns to visiting
the cafes and bars, occasional]_y engaging in stupendous drinking bouts
with his friends.

But, Jake's most intense endeavor for dealing with

his world is through his means of relaxation as he turns to fishing and
the bullfights.

The beauty and excitement of each sport-even of Robert• s

boxing-appeal to him; in his view, the art of a sport is part of the
magic and intrigue he experiences while either participating or watching.
Jake considers these sports "natural" because each pits man at his best
against some element of nature or against another man, each contestant
stressing the instinct for survival.

One of the stabili.zing forces for Hemingway's characters is the land
or nature.

As Jake Barnes and Bill Gorton attempt to redefine their lives

and their roles within modern society, they return repeatedly to nature
and a more primitive lifestyle as exemplified by their fishing trip in
the Spanish mountains.

This section of the narrative, coming between

scenes in Paris and in Pamploma, contrasts the uneasiness the men feel in
the city as they settle down to some serious fishing and drinking and
relaxing in the mountains.

As the two walk out of Burguete to the trout

streams, Jake's description of the surrounding countryside takes on a
sense of reverence:
It was a beech wood and the trees were very old. Their
twisted roots bulked above the ground and the branches were
twisted. We walked on the road between the thick trunks of
the old beeches and the sunlight came through the leaves in
light patches on the grass. The trees were big, and the
foliage was thick but it was not gloomy. There was no
undergrowth, oncy the smooth grass, vecy green and fresh, and
the big gray trees well spaced as though it were a park.
"This is country," Bill said. (pp. 179-180)
Bill later reinforces this concept when he tells Jake, "'Let no man

be

ashamed to kneel here in the great out-of-doors. Remember the woods

were God's first temples. Let us kneel • • •" (p. 184). Nature brings

the men as close to a spiritual experience as they are capable of comingf
neither can bring himself to embrace a concept of a governing force, but
each can recognize the impact of nature upon him. To Hemingway and to
his characters, the bullfights are beautiful parts of nature as the animal
in all its magnificence fights courageously for its life against an
inevitable death. Thus, the sport combines the valiant fatalism of the
twentieth centucy with the traditional strength and beauty of nature.
Conspicuously absent from these trips is the presence of aey women,
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implying that men are closer to nature and more receptive of its healing
effects.

Also implied in this absence is the independence of these men

from the influence of women; they do not discuss aey women while fishing
or while watching the bullfights. When Brett intervenes at the bullfights
in Parnploma, she complicates the festivities by having an affair with the
"beautiful" Pedro Romero, which detracts from the beauty and naturalness
of the fights. Jake's freedom from Brett is shown early in the novel as
he rejects her offers to make love. To him, love now means not sex but
the emotional understanding between a man and a woman, a feeling that must
remain "quite calm" (p. 107). Facing the futility of sex, Jake tells her,
"'We'd better keep away from each other'" (p. 107), but the feelings die
hard as he recounts Brett's leaving to spend the evening with Count
Mippipopolous:

"Then I thought of her walking up the street and stepping

into the car, as I had last seen her, and of course in a little while I
felt like hell again" (p. 114).

Still, he struggles to keep their

relationship platonic and purely emotional:
"It's fUIU'\Y," I said. "It's very funrzy-. And it's a lot of
fun, too, to be in love�"
"Do you think so?" her eyes looked flat again.
"I don't mean fun that way. In a way it's an enjoyable
feeling."
"No," she said. "I think it's hell on earth."
"It's good to see each other." (p. 108)
The uselessness of their struggle surfaces in a line which appears shortly
after this exchange·:

"We were sitting now like two strangers'-' (p. 108).

This final evaluation illustrates that even love has its limitations, and
the two cannot fully empathize with each other in a meaningful manner.
The romantic, traditional Robert Cohn, on the other hand, cannot
boast of a freedom from women. In fact, although romantically passive,

he cannot live without the love and presence of a woman. Having been
"married

by

the first girl who was nice to him" (p. 90), Cohn finds

hirnseilf divorced and then "taken in hand

by

a lady" (p. 90) named

Frances, who stayed with him for three years while she obtained a divorce.
Yet, Robert falls totally in love with Brett, who sports with Robert as
another of her amorous conquests. He sets her upon a pedestal, calls her
Circe as part of his romantic gibberish, and fawns after her as if he were
a love-struck schoolboy. His love, which he considers a total obsession
in the courtly style, will not pennit the possibility of another lover or
of his affair being anything less than true love.
Surprisingly, Bill Gorton is the character who summarizes the basic
truths of a member of the Lost Generation. Bill, throughout the novel,
complements Jake Barnes to round out fully the Lost Generation personality,
frequently by acting in a contrasting manner. Jake Barnes is a man of
words, a newspaper reporter who makes his living with words and who
frequently limits his actions to discussing the actions of others. Bill

Gorton, however, is a man of action who lives out the sorts of deeds that
Jake writes about. He exhibits maey of the same traits as Jake, but he

carries his characteristics one step further

by

functioning on the fringe

of both the expatriated society and the real world. Ironically, both men
seem to trade roles as they work together to define the Lost Generation
individual:

Bill Gorton puts into words the traits of the expatriate

while Jake Barnes puts the characteristics into actions.

During their

fishing trip, Bill defines the expatriate as the two men rest over coffee:
"You're an expatriate. You've lost touch with the soil.
You get precious. Fake European standards have ruined you.
You drink yourself to death. You become obsessed by sex. You
spend all your time talld.ng, not working. You are an expatriate,
see? You hang around cafes."

"It sounds like a swell life," I said. "When do I work?"
"You don't work. One group claims women support you.
Another group claims you're impotent." (p. 178)
With this speech, Bill outlines eight basic traits, maey of them only
surface traits, that characterize the expatriate who was the true member
of the Lost Generation. His final statement, however, is a sunmary of
all

eight. When he states that the group is "impotent," he does not

refer to a sexual incapacity but to an inability to embrace life or to
comprehend life and produce meaningful art out of that existence. In an
earlier statement referring specifically to writers, Bill tells Jake,
"'Nobody that ever left their own country ever wrote aeything worth
printing'" (p. 178). By citing writers as his example, Bill dismisses
the entire group of expatriates as meaningless. Because of his clear

insight into what makes up a member of the Lost Generation, Bill Gorton
is in a position to

be

what Morton L. Ross claims is his function in the

novel; Bill provides the moral imperatives by which the expatriates
should live, thus becoming a "preacher" to them.7
Bill adds an additional characteristic through his own behavior,
a sarcastic contempt expressed through facetious language. Bill's use of
language stresses certain words and pushes those words to their limits as
he explores every possible meaning to undercut his surface meanings. As
he tells Jake about his journeys through the United States, Vienna,

and

Budapest, Bill repeatedly uses the word "wonderful" to describe his
exploits. Even the fighter Bill met in Budapest is characterized as a
"wonderful nigger" (p. 141), but only as Bill finishes his tale about the
fight does one realize that his repeated adjective is biting and ironic,
implying that lite is not that great. Just to reinforce the ultimate
meaning of the word, Bill uses "wonderful" once more, as he and Jake

travel on the train to Bayonne, to express his disgust at having dinner
delayed because of a large Catholic contingency on the train that has
booked the first four dining cards. He does not confine his sarcasm,
however, to just the one word; while on vacation, he employs "utilize"
to mean "to use," "to eat," and "to drink":
Bill gestured with the drumstick in one hand and the bottle
of wine in the other.
"Let us rejoice in our blessings. Let us utilize the fowls
of the air. Let us utilize the product of the vine. Will you
utilize a little, brother?" (p. 184)
Jake recognizes the traits that Bill outlines for him, but he
expresses himself somewhat differently. In Chapter XIV, after meeting
Brett, Mike Campbell, and Robert at Pamploma, he is getting ready for bed
and thinks back over the day's activities.

In a series of statements

spread over several pages, he subtly gives voice to his own list which
coincides somewhat with Bill's but to which he adds two more:
• • • I could not sleep. There is reason why because it is
dark you should look at things differently from when it is
light. The hell there isn't. (p. 205)
To hell with women, aeyway.

(p. 205)

These two statements support earlier statements by Jake.

In one, he fears

the night because the defensemechanisms operating during the daylight

collapse.at night; in the other, he is free of the sexual influence of
women, yet he is capable of sympathizing with them.

As he continues to

examine his role with Brett, Jake also examines the role of responsibility

that operates within one's life. To him, all activities require that
somehow someone "paid for everything" (p. 2o6). But, what concerns Jake
most is learning how to operate within the system: "Perhaps as you went
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along you did learn something. I did not care what it was all about.
All I wanted to know was how to live in it. Maybe if you found out how
to live in it you learned from that what it was all about" (p. 2o6).
With Jake's closing col1D'llent, he establishes the problem for all
members of the Lost Generation: How does one live in life'? That
emotional, spiritual, moral, motivating question had left a malaise that
sent a whole generation searching for an answer that few seemed to find.
And, if the youth of the 1920s did find an answer to that question, their
response frequently took the fonns of booze or sex or vicarious danger.
With his novel, Hemingway depicted the maunderings of the discontented in
Europe, but his characters' attitudes were indicative of those held by
youth seemingly worldwide. World War I became the catalyst which released
these youthful fears and discontents, but in some cases these feelings
had been building for years before 1914.

Chapter III
William Faulkner and the Southern Tradition
When William Faulkner began his first novel, Soldiers' !3k:,, in 1925,
he had earned a reputation as a budding local poet, albeit a highly
imitative one.

The poetry, which he had been writing for some seven

-----

years, would eventually become two major volumes-The Marble Faun (1924)
and! Green Bough (1933)-as well as several individual gift books to
close friends and lovers such as Estelle Oldham and Helen Baird.

Despite

his regional successes as a poet, Faulkner felt a need for a genre,
according to biographer-critic David Minter,

less "rigid and impoverished";

hopefully, the young author "could display the autonomous power of the
fantasy world within him even as he labored to master the social world
around him. 111 Rejecting the confines he felt as part of the artificiality

of poetry, Faulkner turned to the work that would earn him the one thing
he most desired:

"a national reputation, and a large one. 02

Feeling at the same time that life in Oxford, Mississippi, caused
the sense of restriction he endured and that his childhood sweetheart,
Estelle, had rejected him to marry Cornell Franklin, Faulkner began planning
his immediate future. Still despondent also over his thwarted wartime tour
of duty as an aviation cadet, he detennined to follow many of his contemporaries
by touring Europe, an act reminiscent of his great-grandfather's 1883 tour;
in fact, by 1925, Fau1kner was identifying more and more with the late
Old Colonl, William Clark Falkner, in ideologies, manners, and occupation.
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The first stage of his trip was departure for New Orleans; arriving there
shortly after the publication of� Marble Faun, Faulkner became the
darling of local artists, and, as a result, delayed his plans, beginning
instead his manuscript of Soldiers• f!l_, which finally appeared in
February, 1926, only two months after he returned from his eventual
European trip.

A second novel, Mosquitoes, about New Orleans bohemian

life, came out the next year. These two novels attempted to depict the
artistic yet somewhat dissipated life of the 192Os and the Lost Generation;
although critically well-received, neither work was a popular success.
Di.sap pointed by the poor reception of his work, Faulkner decided to
follow the advice of his friend and mentor, Sherwood Anderson, discovering,
as the Mississippian stated, "'that my own little postage stamp of native
soil was worth writing about and that I would never live long enough to
exhaust it.•11 3 Suddenly, his art and ideas burst forth as he created his
mythical kingdom of Yoknapatawpha County.

His initial venture into his

new world was Flags�� Dust, which finally appeared in a 1929 edited
version retitled Sartoris. This novel, although drastically reduced in
content, expressed Faulkner's concerns about his real worldf thus,
according to Minter,

the novel and succeeding works provided Faulkner

"an effort to master the society around him ••• and an effort to master

the family traditions and personal preoccupations as well as social forces. 114

Beginning with Flags and continuing throughout the Yoknapatawpha cycle,
Faulkner expresses concern over the truly Southern phenomenon of an
ennobled yet static tradition of legends and hooor that has become
inoperative in the twentieth century; to Faulkner, "' • • • no matter how
fine anything seems, it can't endure, because once it stops, abandons
motion, it is dead.'" 5 To highlight the limitations of that tradition in
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Flags, Faulkner utilizes a conflict between World War I veterans, suddenly
saturated in the modern and impersonal world, and the rigid and established
society to which they return. Although Faulkner himself admired the door®d
past, _in his fiction- only those persons energetic, ruthless, and base
enough to reject and abandon the tenets of the Southern tradition could
survive into the twentieth century.

Similar conflicts and ideas would

resurface in other Yoknapatawpha works such as Sanctuary (1931)1 Light

.!!!

August (1932); Absalom1 Absalom! (1936); � Unvanquished (1938);
� Hamlet (1940); Knight's Gambit (1949); Requiem £2! ! � (1951);
� � (1957); and � Mansion (1959). Although maey of these books do
not have the returning veteran plot, they do provide either additional
material regarding these characters, or they provide an insight into the
Southern tradition that so powerfully affects the characters of these works.
To examine fully the effect of the conflict between past and present,
Faulkner would explore not only the social problems of his characters
but also the psychological ones that both precipitated and resulted from
the struggle to cope with a changing world.
As a son of the South, Faulkner was well-acquainted with the Southern
tradition that so strongly dictated behavior in the Confederate states.
Growing up with the tales about his great-grandfather, the Old Colonel
many of which he incorporated into his work as part of the life of
Colonel John Sartoris--he came to associate certain levels of conduct and
particular virtues with a gentleman and with what the Negro servant
Simon in Flags calls "'de correck behavior.'" Specifically, as delineated
by Minter from Faulkner• s works, the author admired the virtues of
6
"independence, endurance, pride, courage, and discipline"; in a similar
effort, Cleanth Brooks mentions the seven values he finds as part of
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Faulkner's concept of the Southern tradition:

"truth, honor, pride, pity,

justice, courage, and love. 117 Regardless of which list is the more accurate,
Faulkner had developed a strong idea of the unwritten code that, for a
Southerner, had influenced life for centuries.
The Southern tradition which so troubled Faulkner had its origins
in the 16Cfl settlement of Jamestown and, in many minds, still exists
despite its anachronism in modern society.

These early settlers desired

a New World lifestyle similar to that of the aristocratic estates of
seventeenth-century England; such desires began immediately to influence
the colonists• social, political, and economic existe.nces. The importation
of slaves, beginning in 1619, merely allowed the Southern aristocrat the
economic freedom to indulge in social and political pursuits, and from
the pursuits, gentlemen of the region developed their code which intensely
governed the actions of the gentry-and to a certain portion of the
non-gentry who emulated their leaders-for
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many succeeding generations.

In his Cavalier � Yankees � .Q!2 � and American National
Character, William R. Taylor stresses the concepts of chivalry and
materialism that created the schism between North and South.

He then

interrelates these ideas to the political and economic temper of the
South; the result of such a combination of factors is the Southern
gentleman, someone who
was always portrayed as a product of benign and salubrious
country life-a horseman, hunter and fisherman. He embodied
many of the traits of [the] natural aristocrat, including the
absence of driving personal ambition, but his instinctual
proclivities were held in check by a massive set of restraints.
His natural impulses were disciplined by his concern for
family and racial traditions, by rigid standards of decorum and
a complicated code of how,r, which all but paralyzed him as an
effective man of action.
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Taylor further implies that the means of obtaining the "restraints"
and disciplines necessary to create the plantation gentleman could be
found within the feudal structure of the plantation but also could be
gained from a well-rounded, humanistic education,
Richard M. Weaver augments Taylor's idea about education, relating

the Southern concept of learning to the ideal education systems of Greece
and Rome and tracing "traditional principles" of learning from Aristotle
through the Elizabethans of England and eventually to the South's schools.
Despite the "democratic" temper of the ancient civilizations which
influenced the region's learning, education in the South was not intended
for everyone:

"Education beyond the most elementary, it was believed, is

adapted only to those whose minds are previously disposed to the virtuous
and the honorable-in other words, to an aristocracy.

It is not adapted

to the masses, who appreciate only the utilitarian, and who are condemned
to lead lives of service,"9 The theory that only certain classes were

suited for education preserved the caste system in the region, implying
supremacy of the white ruling class over both blacks and white yeoman
fanners.

In addition, education stressed not professional preparation but

propriety of action in aey given situation,

Ideally, his education should

prepare each young gentleman to take his place of authority on the
plantation or in the local co111Dunity.
The feudal system fonned the central element of the life and code in
the South.

The land became everything to the gentry as well as to the

small fanner, as it gave them both their livelihood and their identity,
Weaver states that one "factor, present in agrarian psychology everywhere,
and especially strong in the Southern planter, was the desire for a lasting
identification of the family name with a piece of land. He had a profound
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conviction that a family is not established until it belongs to a place,

that a local habitation and a name go together • • • •" lo For this reason,

many plantations derive their titles from their owners• names, and many
coumunities throughout the region received their appellations from the most
outstanding citizen residing in the town or nearby. His land rec.eived
an almost religious respect from the Southerner.
The religion of the area was dominantly Protestant, yet the South
did not utilize a restricting, repressive faith such as the Yankee
Puritanism.

Instead, as Weaver points out, the region developed a

philosophy in which "its attitude toward religion was essentially the
attitude of orthodo:xy:

it was a simple acceptance of a body of belief,

an innocence of protest and heresy which left religion one of the
unquestioned and unquestionable supports of the general settlement under
which men lived."ll To the Southerners, religion was a hebulous affair,
difficult to grasp and explain yet quite necessary for their lives and
livelihood.

Just as with their econoiey- and ancestral history, the people

tied their religion to their land; they recognized nature as the
manifestation of God before which they must admit their limitations.

As

a result, the land provided a constant lesson in humility which they
respected.
All these concepts-education, land, religion-!ound their common
thread in the idea of chivalry, the French-originated theory of proper
action, justice, and religion. By adhering to the code of chivalry, a
gentleman could be recognized as a gentleman, and others could have an
example of the exact mode of behavior. Based on Christian concepts,
chivalry stressed honor and condemned savagery; it gave importance to those
virtues and values listed by Minter and Brooks. At the center of the
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code was the southern woman, that flower of the South known as the Southern
belle, who because of her biological and social position within the
plantation hierarchy required protection

by

i1er man. When the Civil War

broke out, according to Weaver, Southerners prided themselves so "on
their reputation for chivalry they were willing to sacrifice everything
in preference to it, including the hope of victory. n12

Duri.pg the four years of the Civil War, the Confederacy fought a
losing battle almost from the beginning. Having limited resources in the
way of rmµutions, money, and provisions, the armies relied instead on
their "fa:nnboy" talents of hunting and survival on minimal resources to
present aey fo:nnidable opposition before Union forces. The Confederacy's
strongest assets, however, were the South's beliefs in its right of
self-deterrnination, its code of honor, and its desire to preserve its way
of life.

These sustained the Condeferacy during the war although the

a:nnies lacked supporting industry, intact supply lines, and cooperative
allies.
An anomaly exists in Southern history; the Confederacy accepted
physical defeat while, at the same time, it enjoyed a moral victory.
Although the region lost its conquered lands to carpetbaggers, "scalawags,"
and Negroes, it gained national recognition and acceptance of its "Lost
Cause." The North gradual.ly recognized the South not as an enelr\V but as
a geographical region with definite economic, political, and social
theories regarding feudalism, states' rights, and white supremacy that put
into practice what the rest of the country thought,yethypocritically
denounced.

Walter Allen attempts to explain this Southern supremacy:
According to the South's image of its own past, the result of
the War was the destruction wrought with unparalleled suddenness
and vindictiveness, of a civilization different from and
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superior to that of the North, a civilization consciously
aristocratic that opposed to the bourgeois commercial values of
the North the notions of honor and the gentleman. 13
The defeat, despondency, and humiliation the South had to endure after
April, 1865, created an atmosphere that pennitted a "romanticism" of the
past, according to Paul M. Gaston; within this romanticism, the Southerner
found himself faced with two conflicting facts. On one hand, he "came
to visualize the old regime as a society dominated by a beneficent
plantation tradition, sustained by a unique code or honor, and peopled
by happy, amusing slaves at one end of the social spectrum and beautiful

maidens and chivalric gentlemen at the other-with little in between."14

On the other hand, he had to face the facts of Southern poverty, Northern
ostracism, and a series of social. and political. 'burdens placed upon him
as part of the Reconstruction. From this morass arose the concept of
a "New South," an·: idea that "bespoke harmonious reconciliation of sectional
differences, racial. peace, and a new economic and social. order based on
industry and scientific, diversified agriculture-all of which would lead,
eventually, to the South's dominance in the reunited nation. n1 5

The New South took as its standard the Lost cause, that belief that
its way of life and its ability and right to determine its own course in
social and economic matters comprise the only proper course for the region.
For the next half-century, the South attempted to convince its sons and
daughters of the sanctity of the Southern myth, which Irving Howe outlines:
The Southern IIG'i,h is a story or a cluster of stories that
expresses the deepest attitudes and reflects the most fundamental
experiences of a people. Its subject is the fate of a ruined
homeland. The homeland-so the story goes-had proudly insisted
that it alone should determine its destiey. Provoked into a
war impossible to win, it had nevertheless fought to its last
strength, and it had fought this war with a reckless gallantry
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and a superb heroism that ••• made of its defeat not a shame
but almost a vindication. Yet the homeland fell, and from this
fall came misery and squalor: ravaging by the conquerors, loss
of faith among the descendants of the defeated, and the rise of
a new breed of faceless men who would batten on their neighbors•
humiliation.
From these stories there follows that pride in ancestral
glory and that mourning over the decline of the �omeland which
constitutes the psychology of the "lost cause. 01
The face of this new South appears drastically different from that picture
painted for fifty years before the younger generations, but that picture
does not depict the realistic South of Faulkner's literature which he felt
created such contradictions for his characters in the twentieth century.
Elaborate tales of ancestral bravery had to coexist with tales of
ruthless and exploitative landless whites who saw, following the war,
an opportunity for their own advancement. In the face of the harsh
realities of the war and the new rising class, the "old-timers" created
a legend which was, as Malcolm Cowley calls it, an attempt "to restore
•the design'" of past times. 17 Faulkner, as did
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late nineteenth

century writers before him, attempted in his literature to show the folly

of such a venture; as grand as the scheme was and as beautiful as the

stories of dead ancestors were, they could not sustain future generations
in a changing world. His stories, thus, become a universal struggle
between the dying aristocratic Sartoris family and the emerging middle-class
Snopes clan, and the Sartorises, as is the entire Southern tradition, are
doomed from the beginning because their legends have stopped, abandoned
motion, and died.

Because of the legends which have evolved from the exploits

of the Civil War, World War I must be considered the ultimate source of

destruction for the Southern tradition and the Lost Cause, because at the
time of Faulkner's writing the war was too new to have legends built up
around it, and its reality forced recognition finally of the South's death.

Chapter IV
Fallen Angels: William Faulkner's Lost Generation
In all of Faulkner's works, the author utilizes only twelve World
War I veterans. Of these three appear in his first novel, Soldiers•
f!!Z-Donald Mahon, Joe Gilligan, and Cadet Julian Lowe, seen immediately
upon their return from Europe-while one other, Captain Jackson McLendon,
who appears briefly in � Mansio!!, is well into middle age when the war
begins and, thus, does not belong to that discontented group of youngsters
known

as the Lost Generation. A fifth, Darl Bundren of !I?_

I !:& Dying,

must also be discounted because his strange actions stem not from some
discontent as a result of the· war but from his insanity as evidenced when
he sets fire to a barn

and

attempts to lose his mother's body as the

family travels to Jefferson to bury her.

The remaining seven veterans

constitute the author's Southern Lost Generation that rebels against
America's conventionality yet finds itself trapped by the unique traditional
values of the South. The power of these Southern values is so great that
in ma.ey cases, unless the character succumbs to the influence of such
ideas--or can at least reach a compromise-he can experience only a
"fatal doom."
The seven characters who comprise Faulkner's Lost Generation come
from Yolmapatawpha County, all living in or near the town of Jefferson.
Their backgrounds illustrate all social classes: Bayard Sartoris is a
member of the gentry while Horace Benbow comes from a professional family
in law; Gavin.Stevens shows the established upper middle class, and
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Montgomery Ward Snopes represents a "poor white trash" family that has
become a part of the rising middle class; Tug Nightingale stands for the
lower class, and Buddy Maccallum is a member of the farming community;
finally, Caspey Strothers is the black veteran representing the lowest
segment of Southern society. Two saw continual combat; Bayard was an
aviator with the British Royal Air Force, and Buddy was a soldier with the
American forces.

Caspey fought between assigrrnents as a dock-hand loading

and unloading ships in Europe.

Tug

became a cook, and the remaining

three--Horace, Gavin, and Montgomery Ward-were part of the Y. M. c. A.

Their ages range, following the war, from late teens for Buddy to
mid-thirties for Horace, Gavin, and Tug. Besides their war experiences,
all have one other common bond; they have, from their youths, heard tales
of ancestors or of prominent citizens who demonstrated the qualities of
bravery, loyalty, and honor during the War Between the states; the result

or this education has been to instill in each character a familiarity with
Southern tradition and the values which have made idols of those who
demonstrated these values.
To tell his stories about these veterans, Faulkner needs not one
work but several. He begins his tale with Flags

!E .!:!!!,

Dust, the novel

that tells the story or the simultaneous decline of the Southern
aristocracy and rise of a commercial lower class. Even though pleased to
have the work finally published as the edited Sartoris, Faulkner always
maintained that, to him, the original version was superior because it
contains the genninal concept for Yolmapatawpha's cosmography and tells
the story as he wanted it told. Of key importance to the story about a
changing South is the confrontation of this modern generation with the
values of the past. For the new South, according to Flags, the rejection
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of these values parallels the north's turning away from Puritanism, but
the disillusionment following World War I adds to the rejection to present
the south with an unusual response: rather than create a new value system,
Southerners must reach a compromise between the two eras or else they are
doomed because the past is not static but always influences the present.
In Flags, preferred rather than Sartoris because of its more complex
treatment of the Lost Generation as Faulkner originally conceived it,
young Bayard Sartoris and Horace Benbow are unable to compromise their
present and past values; as a result, Bayard kills himself by flying a
poorly designed airplane while Horace destroys his once-happy relationship
with his sister, Narcissa, and enters into a bad marriage with Belle
Mitchell, whom he has lured away·from her husband. The only other character
who fails to reach such a compromise is Montgomery Ward Snopes, who cannot
reconcile modern sexual and business practices with established values
of legality and prudence. The other characters--Caspey Strothers,
Gavin Stevens, Buddy MacCallurn, and Tug Nightingale--eventually balance
past and present values in their lives to such an extent that they are
able to function within society.
Realizing that maey story ideas still could spring from Flags,
Faullmer continued his Lost Generation tales piece-meal in several novels
and short stories.

Most notably the additional works include the Snopes

trilogy of � _H8_mJ
__i_o_n; the tales about Horace
_ _ e_t, � �• and � _Mans
Benbow and Gavin Stevens in Sanctuary, Requiem

£2!. ! N�

Knight's Gambit,

and Intruder� the�; background material on the Sartoris family from
� Unvanquished; and such short stories as "Ad Astra" and "All the Dead
Pilots •." All these works provide the stories of the veterans• struggles
within changing Southern and national cultures, or they supply details
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necessary to understand the turmoils these men endure. Beginning with
Flags, because it both contains the greatest number of veterans

and

was

Faulkner's initial journey into his study of a Southern Lost Generation,
one sees the author himself struggle with the desolation of modern youth
and eventually come to the realization that a Southerner•s ties to nature
and his past provide, besides a base for conflict, a base for reconciling
the problem of "the human heart in conflict with itself."

Soldiers• �
Still, there is the question of Soldiers' �,1 Faullmer's first
novel.

Although the work deals with the Lost Generation also, it is

limited in scope, and because of this narrow outlook the novel requires
only a brief examination. On the surface, the book fits the Lost Generation
genre because of its returning veterans and its themes, but it becomes
Southern only because of its Charleston, Georgia, setting. The story,
at best, is only an imitation of the post-�ar genre.

As Edmond L. Volpe

points out, it offers themes found in many of the post-World War I novels
of the 1920s:

0

the disillusioned soldiers returning to a society from

which they feel alienated, the veterans' feelings of rootlessness, their
awareness of the hypocrisy of the civilians, their bitterness toward the
women they left behind."

2

The problem with the novel, however, lies

mainly in the fact that it ignores questions

and

themes relevant to

veterans returning to the South; these men find themselves plagued by
doubts and a moral emptiness arising from local traditions such as honor
and courage and patriotism, all of which seem missing from a war as
impersonal as World War I. Because of this fact, then, the novel lies
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outside the realm of Faulkner's Lost Generation.
Soldiers• � blatantly imitates Ernest Hemingway's � � �
Rises by presenting similar characters and dealing with ma.Izy' identical
ideas. Regarding the characters, young Ixmald Mahon extends Jake Barnes•
impotence to include not just sexual but all other aspects of one's
being; having suffered a serious head wound, Donald is physically and
mentally impotent as well.

Joe Gilligan assumes Jake's "virtuous" nature

and his deep..thinking sensitivity. Marg8l:"et Powers represents Brett Ashley's
worldliness and young Cecily Saunders assumes Brett's vampishness.
Januarius Jones parallels Robert Cohn's literary romanticism and faith in
sexual conquest as a measure of manliness. As do Hemingway's characters,
Faullmer•s people question the value of the war and its outcome, feeling
they are misfits in a world which they cannot understand and which, in
turn, cannot understand them. Because of this imitation, Cleanth Brooks
defends the work simply, placing it squarely in the mainstream of lost
generation works:

"The strength of the novel • • • lies in its evocation

of a world that is at loose ends, that has lost its confidence in past
values and is caught in a malaise of disillusionment." 3
Merely placing the novel in a Southern city with Southern characters
does not mean that Faullmer examines the situations of the South and its
inhabitants. Nowhere in the novel does he deal with the IJ\Ythology which
has sustained generations since the Civil War-feudalism, chivalry,
gentlemanliness, religion-in other words, the past traditions which,
he will later argue, strongly influence the present. The book does not
explore the aristocratic rule of the "old families" or the importance of
honor for the individual or the family. The importance of the "enduring
soil" which plays a vital role in Hemingway's work and in Faulkner's
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later novels does not appear in Soldiers• �• Lastly, although Mahon•·s
father is an Episcopal minister, religion does not become an important
element for the disillusioned characters; faith does not provide hope for
the future, nor does it supply a peace that can allow the characters to
endure.
Although Soldiers' � involves the return home of Southern World
War I veterans, the novel does not work its way into Faulkner's Lost
Generation because it occurs outside Yoknapatawpha County and, more
importantly, because of the absence of themes relevant to the return of
disillusioned Southerners to a still-reconstructing homeland finding
itself out of time with both its past and its present. Instead, the
novel deals with the actions of a boozing, flirtatious society and
neglects questions of Southern honor and chivalry and bravery.

Faulkner does not deal with these topics until his third novel,
Flags!_!! 2 �• 4 Begun initially to tell the saga of his own native
soil, Faulkner actually begins his work� medias� by telling the
stories of several Yoknapatawpha families during the years 1919-1920;
later works will fill in other events both before and after these dates.
Of greater importance, however, is the tale of his veterans and the
psychological conflicts they face as they return to their homeland following
the war.
Bayard Sartoris
Much of the criticism dealing with young Bayard Sartoris in Flags�

the Dust concerns his romanticism, a feeling that contributes both to his
-moral dilenma upon repatriation after the war and to his feeble attempts
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at reconciliation between his "remote" past and his "immediate" past.
The young man's feelings for the past glory of his culture, and his family
in particular, are understandable when examined in light of his family
structure and of his recent war experiences, both of which have deeply
traumatized him to such an extent that, after the war, he behaves as do
Also Rises.
-----

the characters of Hemingway's The

Sun

One major difference

between Bayard and, for example, Jake Barnes is the unique Southern
exper-i ence that Bayard must rationalize with modern society in order to
comprehend the twentieth century and then to exist constructively within

that new lifestyle required by the times.
Bayard's return to Jefferson manifests itself by his "helling around
the country" (p. 75) engaging in heavy dri�ng bouts, racing his new
automobile,

and

riding-or attempting to ride-a wild horse. His errant

behavior stems from multiple causes implicit in the war

and

the Southern

family tradition; his inability to cope with both the new world and his
past leads to a trivial examination of life, the result of which is his

deliberately flaunting danger. The four major causes for his actions all

affect not just the character but each other, so that each is compounded
in its intensity and therefore has a more drastic effect upon the young
man. Although each factor can be examined individually, each is inseparable
from the others; as such, they are Bayard's guilt over· his brother's
death, the frequent comparisons to his brother, his war experiences, and
the family and cultural influences he feels.
A study of young Bayard Sartoris in Flags_!!!�� becomes also
a discussion of his twin brother John--usually called Johney-because
of the close relationship the two enjoyed as children and later as ,, ,
American aviators participating with the R.A.F •. in the war. Thus, the
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major innnediate cause for Bayard's behavior is his feeling of guilt over
the death of his twin brother. Bayard's first appearance finds him .
greeting his grandfather, old Bayard, not with cordiality but with an
apology for Johnny's death:

"'I tried to keep him from going up there in

that goddam little popgun'" {p. 38). With this statement, Faullmer begins
the narrative technique that soon becomes a trademark:
a sketchy account of an event, then gradually filling

beginning with
in

the details

through frequent retellings of the tale. Now, young Bayard, after a few
perfunctory remarks, must give the old man a more detailed account of
his brother's death:
I tried to keep him from going up there, on that damn Gamel.
You couldn't see your hand, that morning. Air all full of
hunks of cloud and any fool could a known that on their side
it'd be full of Fokkers that could reach twenty-five thousand,
and him on a damn Gamel. But he was hell-bent on going up there,
damn near to Lille. I couldn't keep him from it. He shot at
me • • • I tried to head him off and drive him back, but he
gave me a burst. He was already high as he could get, but they
must have been five thousand feet above us when they spotted
us. They flew all over him. Hemmed him up like a damn calf in
a pen while one of them sat right on his tail until he took
fire and jumped. Then they streaked for home. (pp. 39-40)
Still, Bayard has not finished his story. While recuperating from the
auto accident that cracked his ribs, he tells his "nurse" Narcissa
Benbow more facts about Johnrzy''s death, especially of his brother's
actions once the plane caught fire:
I couldn't tell what John was up to until I saw him swing his
legs outside. Then he thumbed his nose at me like he always
was doing and flipped his hand at the Hun and kicked his machine
out of the way and jumped. He jumped feet first. You cant
fall far feet first, you know, and so pretty soon he sprawled
out flat. There was a bunch of cloud right under us by that
time, and he smacked on it right on his belly, like what we
used to call gut-busters in swilmdng. But I never could pick
him up below the cloud. (p. 239)5
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The story as related in Flags is still unfinished. None of the
novel's characters fully discovers Bayard's response to seeing his
brother's death, but his guilt and desire for revenge-stemming from
his Southern code for behavioz--cause him to hunt out his brother's
killer as related in Faulkner's short story "Ad Astran :
For a week after that, as soon as he came in from patrol he
would fill up his tanks and drums and go out again, alone.
One day someone saw him roosting about five thousand above an
old Ak.W • • • • But he got three Huns that week, catching them
dead when they dived on the Ak.W., and on the eighth day he
didn't go out again. "He must have got him," Hume said. But
we didn't know. He never told us. But after that he was all
right again.
Bayard's act of revenge is appreciable, but in war the act is almost futile.
�ath is the obvious companion of conflict, and Bayard can do little to

change this.fa.ct; his shooting down the Ge:nnan pilot who had shot down

Johnny is merely another wartime act lost among the myriad of other wartime
acts. Bayard obviously recognizes this fact, because he does not feel a

personal catharsis as a result of his deed. Still dis-spirited, however,

after killing the Ge:nnan pilot, he "never did talk much; just did his

patrols and maybe once a week he'd sit and drink his nostrils white in a
6
quiet sort of way." In this respect, Bayard• s actions foreshadow his
behavior upon his return home.
Even Bayard's return to post-war Jeffereson does not quiet his
ravaged soul. He responds to his emotions and his enviroment with
aberrant behavior because, as Irving Howe states, "in some irrational way
he feels himself responsible for his twin brother's death," 7 although the
accounts he gives indicate that Johney was responsible for his own demise
by flying an inferior plane against a superior Ge:nnan force despite
Bayard's protests. With these facts in mind, Bayard should have realized
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that his brother's actions were, in Cleanth Brooks' words, "foolhardy,"
but he experiences a sense of blame possibly due to some "special sense
of responsibility-he was by some minutes the first twin to be born. 118

Bayard's guilt may thus stem from his failing to fulfill the protective
role of an older sibling.
The e:x.-aviator•s guilt comes not only from a sense of helplessness
at his brother's death, but also from the deep love he feels for the dead
man.

Aside from the memories of John's death, Bayard constantly

demonstrates or expresses his love for the twin, even to the exclusion
of aey obvious affection for aeyone else in his life. Bayard's first night
home finds him in the bed he has shared with his late wife, "not thinking
of her then"; instead, he is "thinking of his dead brother; the spirit of
their violent complementing days lay like a dust everywhere in the
room • • • " (p. 42).

Even Miss Jenny

Du

Pre, Bayard• s great aunt,

recognizes the affection between the two brothers; early in Flags, she
remarks to Narcissa Benbow, who later becomes Bayard's second wife,
"'Bayard love anybody, that cold brute? He never cared a snap of his
fingers for aeybody in his life except Johnny'" (p. 48). In his own
mind, Bayard's inability to help his brother at the moment of death

combines with his love to create what he interprets as guilt.
The absence of love in his marriage to Narcissa underscores the love
Bayard feels for Johnny; despite his wife's attempts to understand his
problem and to provide some comfort, Bayard can, at best, achieve only a
"temporary abeyance of his despair
not escape" (p. 276).

and

the isolation of that doom he could

Even their intimate moments do not alter the veteran's

moods as 0 he returns repeatedly to the skies where he witnessed Johnny's
death:
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• • • she moved closer against him. But he did not respond,
and she slid her hand into his. But it too was unresponsive,
and again he had left her for the bleak and lonely heights of
his frozen despair. (p. 275)
"Bayard?" she whispered leaning against him, and he put his ams
around her and stood so, staring above her head into.the sky.
She took his face between her hands and drew it down, but his
lips were cold and upon them she tasted fatality and doom • • • •
(p. 276)
Even as he holds his wife, Bayard.thinks of his brother jumping from his
Camel. If Narcissa•s love cannot provide aey solace for her husband,
there is little wonder that his kisses taste of "fatality and doom." The
most poignant horror of this situation comes from Narcissa herself, who
announces to Aunt Jem\V, "'He doesn't love aeybody. He wont even love the
baby. He doesn't seem to be glad, or sorry, or an;ything'" (p. 282).
The expectant mother's comments echo Aunt Jem\V's earlier statement, but

the ironic fact of her remark deals with early plans by the two women to

name young Bayard's child John after the father's dead brother, possibly
the only person Bayard does truly love.

Bayard's love for his brother and his guilt over his death appear

most clearly as he lies in the MacCallum house shortly after his grandfather's
death. He and Buddy Maccallum, another veteran in whose bed Sartoris is
sleeping, have talked about the war and about Johney, and now Buddy is
asleep as Bayard thinks about his brother and his own feelings about
John's deatha
Perhaps he was dead, and he recalled that morning, relived it
again with strained and intense attention from the time he had
seen the first tracer smoke, until from his steep side-slip he
watched the flame burst like the gay flapping of an orange pennon
from John's Camel and s�w his brother's familiar gesture and the
sudden aWkWard sprawl of his plunging body as it lost equilibrium
in midair; relived it again as you might run over a printed tale,
trying to remember, feel, a bullet going into his body or head
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that might have slain him at the same instant. That would
account for it, would explain so much: that he too was dead
and this was hell, through which he moved forever and ever
with an illusion of quiclmess, seeking his brother who in turn
was somewhere seeking him, never the two to meet. (p. 315)
Thus, Bayard embraces a concept of an existential hell like that expressed
by Jean-Paul Sartre in � Exit, .9 a hell created by the denial of that
very thing a person·most craves.

Death brings the two brothers as close

together as they may be, although even then John's headstone, next to
Bayard's in the farni.zy plot, sits over an undug grave si.,te, since,

according to "All the Dead Pilots," John ",was buried in the cemetery just
north of Saint Vaast. 1110

Bayard's identification with Johney as he is shot down prompts

Margaret Yonce to imply that Johney and Bayard present a duality of one

life-force in which Bayard is the man of action and Johney is the spirit

or man of reason, and the two must act together in order to create a
complete being.11 Thus, when Johney dies, the moral or reasoning aspect
of the sibling relationship also dies,

now, according to John
Pilkington, "Bayard never grows up to responsible adulthood."12 The
and

young man forsakes his responsibilities to every aspect of his life

including neglect of his wife, soon-to-be-born child, and family traditions.
Bayard's love manifests itself in one other way as he "alternates

qetween glorifying and deriding his brother's.final exploit," says

Olga Vickery, who continues, "His love for Johney, however, weighs the

balance so that he is not only prepared to glorify the foolishness but to
1
make of it a touchstone for his own behavior." 3 Bayard struggles to
explain Johnny's death in real term� but he is repeatedly acknowledging

as part of the family mythology and thereby adds to the family code which
influences each succeeding generation's behavior. By now trying to
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emulate his brother, as well as his other other ancestors, Bayard can no
longer function as his own man, but he mu.st adhere to the rigid expectations
attached to a Sartoris. His fear of failing the family code induces
further guilt as he tries to live up to the examples of Johncy and the
rest of the family, but he finds he cannot.
Johnny Sartoris' s absence in Flas;s in � � does not diminish
his importance; in fact, the maz\Y memories of him held

by

the other

characters, excepting young Bayard, contribute to Bayard•s depression and
create the second motive for his behavior. Frequently some character
compares the two brothers while in Bayard's presence, and always Bayard
seems inferior. There is no indication that the comparisons and fond
memories result from polite respect for the dead, but at the same time,
with few exceptions, there is no malice intended toward the surviving

brother. One can only wonder, however, at the effect of the comparisons
upon Bayard.

In appearance, the two brothers are described as having hair "of

a rich tawey shade" (p. 348) and pleasant features. As Narcissa and Aunt
Jeruw look at a New Orleans painter's miniature of eight-year-old John,
Narcissa sees ma.ey qua1ities in the image,
The face was a child's face, and it was Bayar8.':s too, yet there
was already in it, not the bleak arrogance she had come to lmow:
in Bayard•s, but a sort of frank spontaneity, warm and ready and
generous • • • the quiet blue eyes looked quietly back at her
and from the whole face among its tawey curls, with its smooth
skin and child's mouth, there shone like a serene radiance
something sweet and merry and wild • • • • (p. 349)
Narcissa•s impression of John's character, as derived from the miniature,
stresses his "frank spontaneity, warm

and

ready and generous"

and

the
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"serene radiance" that is "sweet and merry and wild." At various points

in the novel, the young wife even relates events which demonstrate the
differences between the two brothers.

Narcissa finds herself defending

the youthful actions of Bayard and John to Aunt Sally Wyatt, the elderly
neighbo� who has stayed in the Benbow house with Narcissa while the young
woman's brother, Horace, has beert·in the war
actions of the twins.

and

who has confused certain

Aunt Sally thinks Bayard is "insane" and is no

gentleman because he once was seen "jumping off water tanks and going up
in balloons" (p. 61). Narcissa yields to Aunt Sally concerning the water
tank incident but defends her future husband:

"' He didn't jump off the

tank. He just swung off of it on a rope and dived into the swimming
pool. And it was John that went up in the balloon.''' The danger that
earmarks his later escapades is already evident in Bayard's act as he

must swing through the air and dive into a small, concrete pool, which

he does with great success� But John's balloon trip evokes a more romantic
response from Narcissa and just as much derision from Aunt Sally.

Flamboyantly, John ascends in the craft "'because the man that came with

the balloon got sick. John went up in it so the country people wouldn't
be disappointed"" (p. 62). Whereas Bayard's action has no purpose or "use
of it, 11 John's results from his "warm and ready and generous" nature which
does not want to see other people "disappointed"; thus, he emerges as a

better figure than Bayard because his actions are not selfish or intended
solely to call attention to himself.
Two hunting stories still further point out the image of John to
which Bayard is repeatedly compared and found wanting. The first involves
Caspey Strothers, a black veteran, and Bayard's taking Narcissa on a
•possum hunt.

As the three relax and wait for the dogs to find a scent,
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they discuss the men's lmowledge of the woods, and slowly Caspey's
boasting becomes a tribute to Johney:
"I been over it a hund'ed times since I wuz bawn. Mist' Bayard
do too. He been huntin' it long ez I is. Hirn and Mist' Johnny
bofe. Miss Jenny ,send me wi.d 'um when de had dey fust gun; me
and dat •ere single bar'l gun I used to have to tie together
wid a string. You member dat ole single bar'l, Mist• Bayard?
But hit 'ud shoot. Maey's de fox squir'l we shot in dese woods.
Rabbit, too • • • Mist• Johnny, now, he sho' could
shoot. You
'member day time me and you and him wz- 11 (p. 275)
At this point in Caspey's narrative, Bay-ard rises and walks off to slip
further into his "frozen despair." This incident reveals more strongly
than aey other passage the effect such comparisons have on Bayard. Too

much the gentleman to say aeything which may sound derisive to his brother's
memory, he releases his pent-up frustrations and depression through fast

driving and drinld.ngbouts with such characters as Rafe MacCallum.

Maccallum figures in the second hunting scene which reveals several

differences between the twins. The MacCallums are a close-knit, all-male
family who still live the simple yeoman lifestyle of the early frontier;
one purpose of Bayard's trip to their home following his grandfather's
death is to provide a proper simple setting in which to discover his
life's futility:
He stared into the fire for a time rubbing his hands slowly on
his lmees, and for an instant he saw the recent months of his
life coldly in all their headlong and heedless wastefulness;
saw it like the swift unrolling film, culminating in that
which any fool might have foreseen. (p. 3o6)
Bayard reaches this conclusion of wastefulness after examining--and being
examined by-the MacCallums, who embrace· simple values of family and
brotherly ties and a respect for the land and its ways. When all finally
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get around to hunting, the first example of their values surfaces as
several family members fondly extol Johmzy-'s love for the hunt

and

his

romanticism:
"Too bad Johnny aint here," Stuart said quietly. "He'd
enjoy this race."
"He was a feller fer huntin', now," Jackson agreed. "He'd
keep up with Buddy, even. 11
"John was a fine boy," the old man said.
"Yes, suh," Jackson repeated. "A right warm-hearted boy.
Heney says he never come out hyear withouten he brung Mandy
and the boys a little sto'-bought somethin'•"
"He never sulled on a hunt," Stuart said. "No matter how
cold and wet it was, even when he was a little chap, with that
•ere single bar'l he bought with his own money, that kicked 'im
so hard ever' time he shot it. And yit he'd tote it around,
instead of that 'ere sixteen old Colonel give 'im, jest because
he saved his money and bought his hisself."
"Yes," Jackson agreed, "ef a feller gits into somethin' on
his own accord, he ought to go through with hit cheerful."
"He was sho' a feller fer singin' and shoutin'," Mr. Maccallum
said. "Skeer all the game in ten mile. I mind that night he
headed off a race down at Samson's bridge, and next we knowed,
here him and the fox come a-floatin' down river on that 'ere
drift lawg."
"That •uz Johnny, all over," Jackson agreed. "Gittin' a
whoppin' big time outen ever• thing that come up."
"He was a fine boy," Mr. Maccallum said again. (pp. 323-324)
Even the land seems to echo the MacCallums' sentiments in a "wice,
mournful and sad and wild with all regret" (p. 324). Besides the love
for the earth, the passage shows once again Johnny's consideration for
others, mentioning for the second time in the novel the fact that he
never journeyed to the MacCallums "withouten he brung Mandy [the MacCallums'
cook J and the boys a little sto '-bought somethin'," an act which Bayard

has forgotten on his trip, because Johnny recognized that people always
appreciate some thougptful trinket more than money, which is all Bayard
can offer.
The ultimate comparison made about the twins regards death. Aunt
Jenny frequently brings up the subject, and many of her remarks apply
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equally to both boys.

When Loosh Peabody, the local doctor, infonns her

of young Bayard' s death, she recognizes "'that he was somewhere he had

no business being, doing something that wasn't any affair of his'" (p. 360).
Her comment echoes a similar statement made earlier about the twins'
participation in the war; she remarks twice about John's death, one
utterance foreshadowing her epitaph regarding Bayard: "'John at least
had constderation enough, after he'd gone and gotten himself into something
where he had no business, not to come back and worry everybody to death'"
(p. 46).

Aunt Je� infers that John at least showed enough thoughtfulness

"'to get himself killed'" so as to spare Jefferson's citizens the type of
behavior Bayard exhibits upon his return; her statement is not that much
different from Jackson MacCallurn's seemingly unimportant comment during
the hunting scene:

"'Yes • • • ef a feller gits into somethin' on his

own accord, he ought to go through with hit cheerful.'" A variation on
Aunt Jenny• s statement appears even earlier as she illustrates the �:-.
practicality of war and once again "praises" Johnny's deathr "''The war
just gave John a good excuse to get himself killed. If it hadn't been
that, it would have been some other way that would have been a bother to
everybody around'" (p. Z'l).

She feels that Bayard's "helling around the

country in that car" is his pursuit of death in a manner that is a
"bother to everybody around." Part of that bother is the effort she, old
Bayard, and Narcissa exert to slow the young man's driving, but, ironically,
his automobile acrcidents kill not himself in one mishap, but his grandfather,
who dies of a heart attack when he is, literally, scared to death.
The effect of these compatisons between Bayard and his twin, in each
case, presents John as always the "winner," who seems to be more of a
gentleman, a better hunter, and more thoughtful. Ronald G. Walker ties
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these comparisons to Bayard's guilt:

"As twins growing up together under

a code which stressed individual achievement, Bayard and Johney quite

naturally could have been engaged in an intense rivalry."l4 As a result

of this theory, Bayard would then subconsciously desire his brother's
death that July, 1918, afternoon; however, the guilt that he realizes
afterwards would then

be

one stenuning from a moral problem rather than

from a lack of responsibility as Pilld..ngton suggests. The problem with
this theory is that Bayard's "helling around" would then become a death
wish rather than the result of some social confusion which afflicts.the
rest of the Lost Generatiollf but, more significantly, Walker's idea
would discount Faulkner's belief that the past influences the present,
along with the effect of Southem social and family codes,

and

all

southern characters in Faullmer•s works would then not be troubled by
such factors as the Lost Cause and southem traditions.
Bayard• s war experiences are presented as being anore traumatic than
those of the other characters in Faulkner's canon, probably because of
his repeated exposure to combat as an aviator whereas others were often
in support roles.

Bay"ard's tour, however has intermixed with it a brief

stint as a flight instructor in Memphis and his first marriage to Caroline
White, who died in childbirth in 1918. The death of his family in October
while Bayard is once again in

Europe

becomes�a severe tragedy when one

realizes that wife Caroline and brother Johnrzy- both die within months of
each other, leaving Bey'ard without a.eyone intimate to love.
In addition, the war has had a deep psychological effect upon the
young man as Katherine

c.

Hodgins points out: "A large part of Bayard's

problem, however, is sheer psychological exhaustion. He has, in the span
of several years, endured the torment of a lifetime. Thus • • • he feels
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he has prematurely aged."15 Bayard himself even underscores his "aging"
as he lies in bed thinking about his life and the war: "Nothing to be
seen, and the long span of a man's natural life. Three score and ten years,
to drag a stubborn body about the world and cozen its insistent demands.
Three score and ten, the Bible said. Seventy years" And he was only
twenty-six. Not much more than a third through it. Hell" (pp. 143-144).
In an interview, Faulkner himself supports the theory of psychological
demands made upon aviators in war as he states, "In a way they were dead,

they had exhausted themselves psychically. • • • n16

Part of the psychological problem of the Lost Generation stems from
a lack of purpose for engaging in the war. Having entered the first world
war as members of Britain's Royal Air Force, Bayard and John Sartoris
had hoped to find the glory of their ancestors a half-century earlier.
But the war, fought impersonally with machines and gradually stripped of
its "make the world safe for democracy" rhetoric, has no Lost Cause which
ennobles it to its participants. The warriors who figure with young
Bayard in "Ad Astra" repeatedly voice their recognition that their wartime
experiences have drained them of identity and life, beginning with the
unidentified narrator's opening statement and returning through other
characters :
I dont suppose we had even bothered in three years to wonder
what we were, to think or to remember. (p. 4Cf7)
dont know what I am. I have been in this damn war for
three years and all I know is I'm not dead. I-"
"How do you know you're not dead?" Bland said. (p. 415)

"• • • I

"Those who have been four years rotting out yonder-" [the
subadar J waved his short thick arm--"are not more dead than
we." (p. 421)
"What is your destiey except to be dead? It is unfortunate
that your generation had to be the one. It is u�.fortunate
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that for the better part of your days you will walk the earth
a spirit. But that was your destiey." (p. 42S)
Bayard is an example of the subadar•s final words about the war generation's
destiey being to "walk the earth a spirit." Returning to the traditional
values of his grandfather and great aunt, he finds himself without
identity or purpose; in Flags, as Bayard and Rafe MacCallum sit in a
back �oom of a local restaurant drinking, Bayard's conversation illustrates
his spiritual identification and despair:

" • • • he fell to talking of

the war. Not of combat, but rather of a life peopled by young men like
fallen angels, and of a meteoric violence like that of fallen angels,
beyond heaven or hell and partald.ng of both doomed immortality and
immortal doom" (p. 113). This restlessness and despair, according to
Brooks, is solely "the stunning effect of the war" which had so
dramatically altered the lives of the participants and left them soul-less
and purposeless.17
The various remarks about death made in Flags lead to the final cause
for Bayard's savage behavior as he tries to resolve conflicts with tradition.
Brooks feels the conflict arises because of the time and the location:
"The special problems of the twenties and a good deal of the mood of the
waste land are here placed in a small Southern town that is still suffused
with the atmosphere of the post-Civil War period.,).$ This Lost Cause
atmosphere produced a series of legends which serve to provide examples
to younger generations as to how to live and.conduct themselves in the
face of adversity, but the twentieth century, with its more impersonal
and industrial structure, has little if aey room for such aristocratic
ways;

according to Walker, " • • • these young Southerners all struggle

with an inordinate consciousness of moral responsibility which has resulted
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from their social conditioning. Most often in Faulkner, the struggle

proves too burdensome and a [characterJ desperately resorts to some means

of evasion. 019 So young Bayard Sartoris, who cannot cope with twentieth
century lifestyles because of nineteenth-century ideals which still
influence him, evades the struggle by "helling .around" and pushing
life to its limit.
Much of Bayard's identity and value system come from his family
history as told by his two elders. Raised by the two remaining Sartorises,
old Bayard and Aunt Jenny, 1 young Bayard and JohIUJ3' have repeatedly heard
tales of honor and bravery concerning dead ancestors. Ironically, Aunt
Jenny has been involved minimally in the great family except in the role
of historian. and preserver of the family code; old Bayard has followed
the code of honor totally in avenging his grandmother Millard's death
but only partially in avenging his f,ather•s murder.20 Besides tales of
their grandfather's revenge, the boys have heard each Christmas the
romantic story of "that Carolina Bayard," who, riding with Jeb Stuart,
dashed into a Union encampment in search of anchovies and was killed. Old
Man Falls, a friend of old Bayard's, adds a nostalgic account of Colonel
Sartoris•s killing of the two carpetbaggers and of his death at the hands
of Redlaw.

In essence, Horace Benbow, another veteran in the novel, sums

up the family history when he tells his sister Narcissa upon his return
to hear of Johnny's death:

"'Rotten luck they have. Funizy- family.

Always going to wars, and always getting killed'" (p. 150). With such
stories to guide them, Bayard and Johnny come to accept that both the
family traits-courage, pride, resourcefulness, and occasional recklessness
and the brave deeds of ancestors become increasingly difficult to personify
under twentieth century conditions.
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Johmzy"'s death is an essential element in young Bayard's struggle
with tradition.

The man;y tales of meeting death with honor and bravery

leave Bayard, to Brooks, "terrified that he may not live up to the
:2l
Sartoris standard of heroism, " and so he courts danger by means of fast
cars, untried airplanes, and wild horses. Falls, the Civil War veteran,
seems to be the only character who understands Bayard's actions, although
he cannot condone the danger innocent citizens face because df the boy's
speeding, he explains the youth's actions to old Bayard:
"Ever' now and then a feller has to walk up and spit in
deestruction's face, sort of, fer his own good. He has to kind
of put a aidge on hisself, like he'd hold his axe to the
grindstone • • • Ef a feller'll show his face to deestruction
ever now and then, deestruction'll leave 'irn be •twell his
time comes. Deestruction's like ary other coward • • • Hit
wont strike a feller that's a-lookin' hit in the face lessen
he pushes hit too clost." (p. 223-224)
Bayard �-pushes hit too clost" finally when he tests the experimental plane
that kills him.

That the aviator should die in the plane is poetic, , since

the speeding car has not killed him and because his brother, whom he
wants to "meet" again,,.also died in a plane. Bayard's pushing destruction
the limit has drawn comments from other characters; in� Mansio!!,
Margaret Stevens Mallison explains Bayard's actions as a result of his

sudden realization that he ia just

human ae

Jetferson's other citizens:

Bayard was frightened and ashame: Mt. named. because he wa3
frightened but terrified when he discovered himae · to be o pab1
of, vulnerable to being ashamed, • • • Sartorises weree,different
peopl loved
from other people • • • most people, nearly
maybe even
and
themselves first, only they lmew it secretly
to
be ashamed of
admitted it secretly; and so they didn't have
it-or if' they were ashamed, they didn't need to be afraid of
being ashamed. But • • • Sartorises didn't even lmow they loved
themselves first, except Bayard. • • • he apparently came back
to Jeffereson f'or the sole purpose of trying, in that sullen and
ow maey different w�s he
pleasureless manne:i; to find out just ·h22
neck
•
•
•
s
•
could risk breaking hi

al:-1

...
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To Margaret Mallison, Bayard is terrified of dying but at the same time
he is even more terrified of failing the family

by

not resisting death

bravely.
The contrast in the two brothers' deaths demonst�ates again the
conflict between tradition and modern society.
romantic devil-may-care recklessness exhibited
who rode with Stuart.

Johm\v
by

demonstrates the

young Bayard's namesake

Drunk, in an inferior plane,

Johm\v

chases off his

brother who would like to help fight off the five German airplanes; even
at the moment of death, he accepts his fate grandly, thumbing his nose,
flipping his hand at the eneIJ\V, and jumping out of his burning plane.
Ba.yard's death, in contrast, is more suicidal as he deliberately takes up
a plane he has been told

by

experts is unsafe and literally flies the

wings off it.

Another conflict with tradition that Bayard faces stems from the
family's position in Jefferson. Long members of the Mississippi gentry
involved in banking and railroading, Sartorises are expected to maintain
a certain dignity.

That decorum is at its height in old Bayard's youth

as he encounters the various codes of conduct and revenge. Old Bayard's
father fosters the concern for the family name and its members, telling
his son,"'••• the man who professes to care nothing for his forbears
is only a littla less vain than he who bases all his actions on blood
precedent'" (p. 82).

Aunt Jenny repeatedly says that the family acts as

it does because of "Sartoris blood" and the family name. In aey case,
young Bayard's conflict with that gentlemanly code is first recognized
long before his birth; during the Civil War, the captured Yankee major
tells Stuart, "'No gentleman has aey business in this war. There is no
place for him here.

He is an anachronism•••'"(p. 18). The major's
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statement is even more poignant seen in the context of World War I a
half-century later.

Even the blacks recognize the conflict between the

old codes and modern events; Simon, the Sartoris family servant, mutters
to himself, "'• • • wid all dese foreign wars and sich de young folks is
growed away furn de correck behavior; day dont know how ter conduck deyselfs
in de gent'mun way'" (p. 103). Also, Monaghan, one of the aviators in
"Ad Astra," recognizes the war's effect upon him:

"'I'm not a soldier.

I'm not a gentleman. I'm no t anything'" (pp. 414-415). Old Man Falls
explains why gentlemen and war are incongruous as he recounts for old
Bayard the dealings of Colonel John Sartoris after the Civil War:
"'When a feller has to start killin' folks, he •most always has to keep
on killin' •em.

And when he does, he's already dead hisself'" (p. 6).

Falls' remark is similar to those made by the warriors in "Ad Astra" who
recognize that death has changed them although they are not dead.
"Lean and tall and fatally young'' (p. 269), young Bayard simply
cannot resolve the conflicts he feels as a result of the war.

Driven

by his guilt and believing himself responsible for his brother's death,
he craves peace by "seeld.ng his brother." Repeatedly compared to Johnn;y,
Bayard appears always the inferior brother, a thought that adds to his
depression.

His inability to accept traditional values, which are

inappropriate for his era anyway, places him at odds with his family and
leaves him "without
(p. 237).

aizy'

affection for

aizy'

place or person or thing at all"

As a result, Bayard engages in drinking bouts, racing around

the countryside in fast cars, and riding wild horses, not even taking
comfort in his recent marriage, as he seeks the one thing which will ease
his burden-peace. Until he can find that comfort, he watches himself
race along a course of self-destruction.
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Horace Benbow
In the fall of 1919, Horace Benbow steps off the train at the
Jefferson station "in his clean, wretchedly fitting khaki which but
served to accentuate his air of fine and delicate futility ••• "
(p. 145). His initial appearance in Flags��� unites Horace
with the novel's other veterans and with other members of the Lost
Generation through his futility, that inability to cope with modern
society and to understand its impact on his altered history; the description
subtly foreshadows his nature throughout the novel as he attempts to
discover 1,the meaning of peace," which for him lies in "[ o ]ld unchanging
days" (p. 156).
The fact that Horace is the second most prominent veteran in the
novel makes him a viable foil for young Bayard Sartoris. The two have
several points in common, but to Pilkington, the points of contrast are
far more important in understanding the conflicts that Horace endures and
the world that he seeks:
Whereas Bayard comes back from the war almost frantically
engaging in ceaseless activity with racing cars, wild stallions,
and airplanes, Horace ret"UrnS to blow delicate glass vases.
Whereas Bayard lies in bed and dreams of "cold peaks of savage
despair," Horace lies in bed while that "wild, fantastic futility
of his voyaged in lonely regions of its own beyond the moon,
about meadows nailed with firmamented stars to the ultimate roof
of things, where unicorns filled the neighing air with galloping,
or grazed or lay supine in golden-hoofed repose." Moreover,
Horace's fondness for his sister, bordering on incest, offers
a parallel to Bayard's love of his twin brother Johnny. And in
a reverse kind of image, Horace is just as lacking in purposeful
conduct and just as self-centered as Bayard. 23
Horace's world is a world of the true romantic; he longs for a 11reythology11
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which will organize his days for him and for a world of beauty, as
represented by his "delicate glass vases," to counter the reality of his
modern world. Without this mythology, Horace has no motivation or
goal to guide his existence. In more symbolic terms, peace--or
understanding-is the "brick doll's house" as Horace describes the family
home which looks "just as it should be'!:
It was trimmed with white and it had mullioned casements
brought out from England; along the veranda eaves and above
the door grew a wistaria vine like heavy tarred rope and thicker
than a man's wrists. The lower casements stood open upon
gently billowing curtains of white dimity; upon the sill
you expected to see a scrubbed wooden bowl, or at least an
immaculate and supercilious cat. (p. 152)
Another part of Horace's "quiet and dull peace" includes 'la few women,
preferably young and good looking and fair tennis players, with whom to
indulge in hannless and lazy intrigue" (p. 164). In total, these traits,
deemed by Horace necessary for his �eace, present what Brooks terms a
picture of a "middle-aging man filled with nostalgia for a world of

dreams • • • • 11 24 More importantly, they present an image of someone who
is unwilling to take decisive action, of someone more willing to deal with
words and ideas than with people and events.
For Bayard Sartoris, family tradition is a source of moral perplexity,
but for Horace, it is a point of security for a peaceful life; however,
unlike the Sartorises, the Benbows have no family traditions of pride,
honor, valor, or revenge.

The sole example of any kind of family standard

is Horace's law practice:
He was a lawyer, principally through a sense of duty to the
family tradition, and though he had no particular affinity to
it other than a love for printed words, for the dwelling
places of books, he contemplated returning to his musty office
with a glow of • • • not eagerness: no, of deep and abiding
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unreluctance, almost of pleasure. The meaning of peace.
Old unchanging days; unwinged, perhaps, but undisastrous, too.
You don't see it, feel it, save with perspective. (p. 156)
At last, Horace identifies his peace as the·unchanging perspective of the
"old days," the adherence to some form of tradition. More than any other
character in Flags, Horace, torn between his desire for the traditional
and the progressive influence of the moder world, represents the struggle
between these forces follow,ing the war.

As such, Horace is doomed to

futile efforts because he seeks traditional values that no longer exist
in the twentieth century.
Narcissa, Horace's sister, also maintains a belief in tradition, but
to her its value lies in one's role and honor. Part of her role is maternal
as she has had a controlling influence over her brother since s�- was five
or six.

Especially since her mother's death, Narcissa has "cajoled and

threatened and connnanded and (very occasionally) stormed [Horace and her
father J into concurrence" (p. 160) \•Ji.th her wishes.

After Judge Benbow's

death, "her maternalism now had but a single channel. For a time this
current was darmned by a stupid mischancing of human affairs, but now Horace
was home again and lay now beneath the same roof and the same recurrence
of days, and the channel was undammed again" (p. 160). Honor involves
honesty between family members; Narcissa is openly offended that Horace
is having an affair with Belle Mitchell, but her hatred stems from his
not telling his sister about his actions and her learning of the affair
from friends:
"Why do you call Mrs Marders an old cat? Because she told
me something that concerns me and that everybody else seems to
lmow?"
"So that's who told you, is it? I wondered • • •" He slid
his arm within her unresponsive one. "Dear old Narcy • • •"
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"Is it true?" she asked after a time••••
"People don't usually lie about things that don't concern
them," he answered wearily. "They are impervious to theworld,
even if they aren't to life. Not when fact is so much more
diverting than their imaginings could be," he added.
Narcissa freed her arm with grave finality. (p. H�9)
Narcissa is so offended with her brother's lack of honesty with her that
she cannot even bear the intimacy of touching, previously a sign of the
affection the two had held for each other.
Although Narcissa expresses offense at her brother's callousness,
she is not solely to blame for the death of their sibling lovef her view
of tradition that deals with appearances and good names is not drastically
different from Horace's traditional past of historical perspectives and a
controlled life.

But, although he wants a confinement based on traditons,

Horace also wants some freedom:
•• • he desired a cage. A topless cage, of course, that his
spirit might wing on short excursions into the blue but far
afield he did not desire to go: its direction was always
upward plummeting, for a plurmneting fall.
Still unchanging days. They were doomed days; he lmew it •• •
(p. 162)
Horace is a romantic who wants the best of many worlds.

Characterized by

another character as a poet, Horace seeks not only some method of coping
with, some means of escape from, the modern world but also the recurring
values he feels will help him cope.

Although he has "a love for printed

words" and thinks frequently in poetic language, Horace turns instead to
glass blowing as his art fonn. He realizes, however, that his lifestyle
is doomed, and his realization becomes fully apparent when he later appears
in the novel. Sanctuary; 25 he gradually discovers, according to Brooks,
that "evil is rooted in the very nature of things. 1126 His traditional

world has yielded to a modern world without morals and which is concerned

_

•

1

(
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primarily with the result and not with the method of attaining
that end.

Narcissa has obviously changed with the times as she wants to

end the Lee Goodwin trial and restore her family's honor; to that end, her
methodology is truly modern as she agitates the church ladies against
Ruby Goodwin and her baby, and she forsakes family loyalty to aid the
District Attorney's case against Goodwin by revealing the hiding place
of Temple Drake, Horace's state witness, despite the fact that Horace is
defending Goodwin. Horace can recognize the change in society only when

I

'

he escapes his most recent cage, complete with top, which has been maintained
by his marriage to Belle.

Once he has learned his lesson, hef somewhat

(

peacefully, can return to his cage, but by this time he has discovered some

I

disquieting facts about himself and his own evil nature.

I

f

Horace's moral awakening does not occur merely as a result of Lee
Goodwin's trial; the potential has been present since his return from
the war. '>His.:first night home, in Flags, he discusses his wartime letters
to Belle with Narcissa. Responding to his sister's queries regarding
frequency and content of the letters, Horace replies realistically and
philosophically:
in letters.

"'I wrote what she wanted to read. What all women want

People are really entitled to half of what they think they

ought to have, you know. • • • I admire Belle.

She• s so cannily stupid•"

(p. 159). His honesty places him on the doorstep to modern society, but

he refuses to enter the real world for the time being. When finally he does
cross the threshold in Sanctuary, he finds himself ill-equipped to cope
and he wants to escape again as he think1t "I'll finish this business and
then I'll go to Eu.rope.

I am sick.,

I am too old for this. I was born

too old for it, and so I am sick to death for quiet" (p. 253). When he
is able to leave Jefferson after the trial, however, he opts for traditional
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stability rather than unlmown excitement and returns to Belle in Kinston.
The war has changed the world Horace and Narcissa lmew before the
conflict.

A new morality shapes society; a new reality arises, the

traditional values die.

Unfortunately, the two people would like to

maintain their traditional links, but the world will not permit them to
do so.

But they both have changed despite their hopes of continuing

"just as things were"; Narcissa displays greater independence and : ..
forcefuli1ess as a result of her brother• s absence, while Horace has become
more introverted and romantic. For him, glass blowing becomes his vicarious
replacement for the missing excitement of the war, although he was a non
combatant. Regardless, the war provides the necessary impetus to separate
these two once-loving characters

and

send each in his respective direction.

As Horace and Narcissa part, Horace discovers within himself those
traits found in so ma.I\Y Lost Generation youth, especially in the veterans:
" • • • he was suddenly empty and cold and sad" (p. 180). His feeling of
being lost and purposeless soon combines with the desire for some guiding
influence from the past; lacking these directives, at the demise of his
relationship with his sister, Horace, in Fl.ass, takes his emptiness,
his coldness, and his sadness, leaving Narcissa behind, and seeks some
sort of answer for his future, combining his newly discovered traits
"in the fatalism of his nature" (p. 194).
Montgomery Ward Snopes
"'Did you bring your Snopes back with you:'" Miss Sally Wyatt asks
Horace Benbow upon his return to Jefferson following the war. This
question and the ensuing few paragraphs about the man constitute the only
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references to Montgomery Ward Snopes in Flags in the �• Yet even
these few lines serve admirably to tie this Snopes to the rest of the
Snopes clan scattered throughout Faulkner's canon. Horace even reinforces
the relationship as he makes an unfinished statement about "his Snopes"
that applies equally to the others:

"'It's individuals like that,

parasites-'" (p. 155).

The cause for Horace's anger cannot be found in Flags, but it surfaces

in one o:f the Snopes trilogy books, � To� Z7 in which this Snopes • s
history is related to Charles "Chick" Mallison by traveling salesman
V. K. Ratliff. Ratliff tells young Charles that Montgomery Ward Snopes
went to war as a member of the Y. M. c. A. along with Jefferson lawyer

Gavin Stevens-and evidently with Horace Benbow as indicated in Flags
who was returning to the war after a brief initial tour as a stretcher
bearer.

At some point, Gavin, who was in charge of several canteens,

gave Snopes charge of one. As a result "after a while Montgomery Ward's

canteen got to be jest about the most popular canteen the army or even the

Y.M.C.A. either ever had in France or aeywhere else" (p. 114). When Gavin
went to inspect Snopes•s success, he "found Montgomery Ward had cut off
the back end and fixed it up as a fresh new entertairrnent room with a
door in the back and a young French lady that he happened to know in it"
(p. 114). Montgomery Ward then "quit" the army and opened up a similar

establishment in Paris. Two years after the war, Montgomery Ward returns
to Jefferson

and

opens a photography studio, which fronts for his nightly

peep shows, the closest endeavor to prostitution Jefferson will allow.
Eventually, Snopes is arrested and sentenced to five years in the

penitentiary.
The anger that Horace Benbow in Flags and Gavin stevens in � �
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express becomes understandable in light of their backgrounds compared to
Montgomery Ward's. As Southern gentlemen, Horace and Gavin engage in the
war, although in a peaceful and safe manner, because of their inherent
romantic notions regarding honor, patriotism, and chivalry for "La Belle
France." Montgomery Ward, in contrast, views the war as a financial
gold mine. Earlier he had failed his induction physical by putting a
plug of tobacco under his armpit to induce heart palpitations, thus

avoiding hazardous duty in combat and opening opportunities with the

Y.M.C.A. With this action he is in a position to utilize to his fullest
the Snopes family trait of cut-throat cormnercialism.
As a family, the Snopeses have no "honorable" traditions, as do the
Sartorises or the Benbows, nor aey moral consciousness, as do the
Stevenses, to guide them. Whereas the three prominent Jefferson families
have chivalric ancestors as examples, Snopeses have as their guide only
that Civil War mule-trader Ab Snopes, who traded with both Union and
Confederate troops in order to make a profit from the war rather than to
support some regional political, social, or economic view. In fact, the
family as a whole has rejectd the general values of the community in
favor of personal financial aggrandizement, an act that place the group
squarely in the business-oriented twentieth century. In fact, Warren
Beck, in explaining a statement by Gav.in Stevens in � � that "none
of them seemed to bear aey specific kinship to one another" (p. 40),
argues that the statement both unifies the family and simultaneously
destroys aey unity because "it pradoxically delineates them as a clan,
by their common indifferences to family ties.1128 Thus, Montgomery Ward
follows the pattern of Faulkner's other characters in that �e rejects
traditional values of society in general and accepts the modern traditions
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of his family, an act that will eventually cause him some consternation
as he places his trust in that family.

Unlike the other characters, he

does not experience the moral and mental confusion that creates such
abysmal despair for·them, at least not until he is betrayed by the family
in which he has placed such trust.
Still, Montgomery Ward eventualzy does encounter some moral and
spiritual chaos in� Mansion

as he is betrayed by Flem Snopes, the

family scion, who has double-crossed his relative by giving Montgomery
Ward a choice either of turning on Mink Snopes, who is already in prison,
in order to increase Mink's sentence for an attempted escape, or of facing
2
serious Federal charges and enduring a longer prison sentence himself. 9
Perplexed by this strange twist of family "unity" and rejection Montgomery
Ward finds himself "rising to a degree of conscience and compassion" (p. 71)
that causes Beck to state:

" • • • he is minimizing both the good and

the bad in himself, practicing modernity's secularizing of the proposition
that we are all miserable sinners, to furnish everyman a fatalistic do-it
yourself absolution, with no more comfort.able words than what the hell.1130
"What the hell," a statement echoing Jake Barnes in Hemingway's �
� � Rises, becomes Montgomery Ward's philosophy. Like others of the
Lost Generation, he comes to recognize the futility of trying to eke out
an existence in modern society because fate always seems to minimize any
effort for success by destroying a man's dreams and bringing him face-to
face with reality. With no past lin1dng Montgomery Ward to honor or to
family or to land, he has no other philosophy to adopt. He must, like
Bayard Sartoris, face the futility of his existence and simultaneously
recognize, as does Hemingway's Jake Barnes, that any attempt on his part.
to exist peacefully within the twentieth century is doomed because he

has no stable background which may provide a guiding hand or point of
pennanence in a changing society.
Caspey Strothers
Probably Faullmer•s most individual character in Flags

E2�

is Caspey Strothers, the "uppity" Negro veteran who, following the war,
returns to the Sartoris plantation with grand notions of freedom and
e_quality for blacks. By refusing to return to his traditional servile

role in a Southern society, Caspey faces a doomed, futile future. Like
others of the Lost Generation, he rejects the traditional values which .
have been his guide in youth; yet like them also he finds the values of
the twentieth century unacceptable to those who must accommodate themselves
to new ways in order for Caspey to be happy in modern society as a free
and equal black man.

Despite these conflicts, however, caspey•s dilermna

resolves itself as he finds himself enacting with nature, Faulkner's

--�-

stabilizing influence similar to Hemingway's in The Sun Also Rises.
Olga Vickery comments upon Caspey•s situation quite succinctly:
••• the "bad" Negro, the ":nocount nigger," is not necessarily
the one who has committed a crime; he is simply the individual
who does not accept the role of the Negro as the South construes
it. In a sense, Caspey ••• [displays] too much individuality
to be regarded favorably by the whites or even by the other
Negroes. More important, however, [he takes] Negro freedom
and equality a little too literally•••• caspey returns from
Europe with some highly radical ideas which would be dangerous
• ••• Significantly, both whites and Negroes unite in deflating
Caspey's delusions of grandeur.31
Ms. Vickery bases her comments upon Caspey•s statements to his father,
the Sartoris family servant Simon; the young Negro angrily expresses his
new-found independent views because he feels he has earned his independence.

Caspey somewhat justifiably argues his case because he has spent time in
Europe 19unloadin'' steamboat.§, '-a task similar to Negro duties at home
and killing Ge:nnans.

But, nthe tumult med and, the captains departed and.

left a vacuum filled with the u.sua1 bitter bickering of A:nnageddon's
heirs-at-law, and Caspey returned to his native land a total loss
socialogically speaking" (p. 53).

Caspey•s loss.of manhood and purpose

causes his anger at being still a slave to the Southernr--and national
expectations of traditional roles fur blacks against which he rebelst
"'I dont.take nothin' f'um no white folks no mo',' he was saying.

'War

done changed all dat. If us colored folks is good enough to save France
f'um de Gennans, den us is good enough to have de same rights de Gennans
has.

French folks think so, al'\Vhow, and if America dont, dey's ways of

learnin' •um. Yes, suh, it wuz de colored soldier saved France and
America bofe!" (p. 53).

Caspey•s radical ideas, as a result, enrage his

father and old Bayard who both represent perennial Southern standards.
Simon, as a member of the older generation still in touch with the
old ways, as represented by young Bayard's great-grandfather Colonel
John Sartoris, is, as Robert Scholes emphasizes, "bothered by the actions
of the younger generation. He is bothered by what he feels is a falling
off • • • from the [proper J code of behavior • • • • n 32 Simon remarks

about young Bayard•s behavior in particular, but his comment is equally
applicable to his own son:

". • • • wid all dese foreign wars and sich

de young folks is growed away furn de correck behavior; dey dont know how
ter conduck deyselfs in de gent•mun way'" (p. 103). With such an attitude,
Simon•s reaction is one of shock and anger at his son's outburst: "'LelTllle
tell you somethin•, nigger' Simon said, 'de good Lawd done took keer of
you fer a long time now, but He aint gwine bother wid you always "' (pp. 56-57).
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He implies that Caspey's belligerence goes not only against the laws of
the south but also against the laws of God. Old Bayard;s reaction is
much simpler and more direct:

he hits Caspey over the head with a stick

of stove wood, to which action Simon somewhat sarcastically adds, "'I
kep' tellen' you dem new-fangled war notions of yo'n wa•nt gwin ter work
on dis place'" (p. 74).

Caspey now must struggle to attune his "new-fangled war notions"
� when he returns to the fields

with his way of life.

he begin the reorientation process that allows
within his society.

him

and

woods does

to function once again

One of the qualities that Faulkner respects in men,

according to Louis D. Rubin and Robert D. Jacobs, is "physical contact
with nature. n33 To Faulkner, as it does in Hemingway, nature represents
a healing force that maintains man's ability to endure.

Caspey seems to

return to "normal" in a scene late in the novel as he and Bayard,
accompanied by Narcissa, now Bayard's wife, engage in a •possum hunt.
Caspey, like

Buddy

Mac Callum, another veteran, displays a superior hunting

instinct as he demonstrates his abilities to handle dogs and to locate
likely ' possum sites.

His natural aptitude, in a scene similar to the

later Maccanum episode, stands in contrast to young Bayard's ineffectual
efforts at hunting and thereby reaching a primal relationship with nature.
Disappearing from the novel after this hunting episode, Caspey has
evidently reached a rational compromise between his new-found philosophy
of equality and his past servile roles. He has found the respect that he
sought upon his return home, but he found it within the parameters of
hunting and dealing with the land. He has equality-and even some degree
of superiority-as a hunter with Bayard by his side; he is now taking
"nuthin' f'um no white folks"; instead, he seems to have found a place
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for himself in modern society by compromising his modern ideas with the
stable, traditional values as represented by the land.
Buddy Maccallum
The fifth veteran mentioned in Flags

!!! � Dust

is Buddy Maccallum,

the seventh and youngest member of the Maccallum clan, Faullmer•s

representatives of the yeoman class. 34 Despite what appears to be a
happy, well-adjusted homelife, the Maccallum episode juxtaposes the
tensions Buddy experienced in the war with his reconciliation upon
returning horn.

As a result, Buddy can now do the one thing that young

Bayard Sartoris and Horace Benbow cannot do-he can use his background and
tradition to reach a viable comprehension regarding his exploits in Europe.
Buddy 11had run away at eighteen and enlisted'' (p. 326), training
at an Arkansas camp and then fighting in Europe where "he had contrived,
unwittingly perhaps, to perpetrate something which was later ascertained
by authority to have severely annoyed the enelJ\Y, for which [he] had
received his charm, as he called it" (p. 326).

Although nothing is overtly

stated joining Buddy to that post-war group demonstrating "fatality and
doom," one passage implies some difficulty with his readjustment to society;
that first night of Bayard's visit to the Maccallum home, as Buddy and
Bayard lie in bed talking, the youngest Maccallum relates his war experiences:
Buddy lay • • • in the oppressive, half-congealed solidity of
the chill, talking in his slow, inarticulate idiom of the war.
It was a vague, dreamy sort of tale, without beginning or end
and with stumbling references to places wretchedly pronounced
you got an impression of people, creatures without initiation
or background or future, caught timelessly in a maze of solitary
conflicting preoccupations, like bumping tops against an
imnd.nent but incomprehensible nightmare. (p. 314)
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A key phrase in this account is "incomprehensible nightmare," which implies
a struggle to understand the horrors of the first world war and to return
constructively to society. The episode as a whole illustrates Buddy's
proceeding toward normalcy as he attempts to regain a legitimate place
within his family str.uc.ture: and within the world of Yoknapatawpha County
by

understanding the war's impact on him in light of his past and his

environment.
Agriculture is the primary industry of the county, and the relationship
of the farmers to their land forms a central ideal in the residents' lives.
The MacCallurns illustrate the basic tenets of this ideal as they continue
their seemingly sparse existence. The family lives in a "rambling,
mudchinked" (p. 304) house "built in •66" (p. 305 )

by

the head of the

clan, Virginius MacCallum, when he returned home from the Civil War to
marry. The family ekes out a living fanning, hunting, and "making whiskey,
good whiskey, in a secret fastness" (p. 308). To these seven men,
coexistence with the earth is a value shared with Hemingw�'s Jake Barnes,
who enjoys the few moments when he can return to nature. The family takes
only what it needs from nature, not abusing their benefactor

by

laying

waste to the earth. As Scholes points out, the family members are prosperous
and "beautifully adapted to their environment."35 The men exhibit a pride
and a family feeling in their station as do the Sartorises, but theirs
"are not the frantic, vain-glorious emotions which dominate the Sartorises.n36
Their attachment to their hill land is so strong that Virginius exclaims,
in Flags, that he cannot understand city folks "'living on a little two
by-fo' lot, jam right up in the next feller's back do', eating outen tin
cans'" (p. 326).
A second value stressed by the MacCallums is family. This entire

episode presents a wholesome and wann family setting in which the men
support each other, even giving humorous support to Jackson's forlorn
.fox-pups that prove to be failures.

Physically, the boys look like their

father, though Buddy has a different mother:
reserved and grave though a trifle

"aquiline and sparse,

ruddy" (p. 325).

But, their sameness

goes even deeper in that the family can playfully 11 rib11 each other,
including old Virginius, without any hard feelings.

The warmth and cheerful

support of the family thus presents a stable point of reacclimation for
Buddy.
Thirdly, the family has, like the Sartorises, a war tradition which
imbues the Maccallum lines.

The family story begins with Virginius:

"In 1861, he was sixteen and he had walked to Lexington, Virginia, and
enlisted, served four years in the Stonewall brigade and walked back to
Mississippi and built himself a house and got married'' (pe 305). Like the
Sartorises, Virginius has not forgotten his war, first by naming three of
his sons-Lee, Jackson, and Stuart-after Confederate generals, and secondly
by

keeping allve the Southern myth of the Lost Cause; as Buddy tells Bayard,

"' Rafe says pappy and Stonewall Jackson aint never surrendered'" (p. 314).
Despite his preoccupation with the Civil War, Virginius does not dwell on
his exploits; nothing is said about his trip to Virginia other than the
simple statement regarding his enlistment and service.

Likewise, Buddy,

the only son to engage in battle, dwells only momentarily on his service,
even when asked about his medal:

"What it was he did, he could never be

brought to tell • • • " �P. 326) •

Buddy's hesitancy to discuss the war

indicates that he, like Virginius, has put his war in perspective for
his life.
Like Bayard, Buddy returns from the war confused and in tunnoil,
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seeking to come to some understanding about his role in the war. Once
returned to the stable environment of his famizy and hills, Buddy is able
to reach that stage of comprehension. The minimized emphasis on wartime
traditions allows him to achieve this goal more readizy than can Bayard.
Even traditional emphasis on personal and famizy honor is handled
differentzy by the MacCallums who, through their actions, place greater
value on individual identity and honor, as seen by Buddy's fighting
"steadily and without anger for seven minutes" (p. 326) two soldiers who
had called him Virge. The stabilizing influence of the family allows
Buddy to depart the Lost Generation and turn to a more realistic life
which combines a healthy respect for Southern traditions and twentieth
century ideals as he dismisses the war and determines that the army is a
"'good life for a lazy man'" (p. 314).
Gav.in Stevens
Probably the most unlikely veteran in Faulkner's works is Jeffereson
lawyer Gav.in Stevens, who does not appear in Flags in the � but who
does figure prominently in five other books. From sketchy accounts found
in � Town, 37 � Mansion, 38 and Knight's Gambit, 39 one can piece together
his war experiences. A student in Heidelberg at the time, Gavin joined
the American Field Service with the French army in 1916 as a stretcher
bearer; coming home for two weeks in 1918, he then returned to Europe
as part of the Y.M.C.A. to run several canteens. Afterwards, he came home
only for the spring and summer before returning to Heidelberg in the fall
of 1919 to finish his Ph.D. Then he settled down once again in Jefferson.
In Knight's Gambit, Gav.in recounts the atmosphere of 1919 when he
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returned to Jefferson:
-That spring of 1919 like a garden at the end of a four-year
tunnel of blood and excrement and fear in which that whole
generation of the world's young men lived like frantic ants,
each one alone against the instant when he too must enter the
faceless anoeym:ity behind the blood and filth, each one alone
• • • with his constant speculation whether his fear was as
plain to others as to himself. (p. 231)
Gavin's return finds' birn unable to adjust to the new world that he finds
in Jefferson; in The Mansio!!, he tells his nephew Charles how the veterans
in general, and thus himself also, felt when they came "back into what
they believed would be the familiar world they had been told they were
enduring disruption and risking injury and death so that it would still
be there when they came back, only to find that it wasn't there aey
more" (p. 180).
depressed

by

Disillusioned at the grand worlds presented to them and

the world to which they returned, these young soldiers found�

themselves unable to act, impotent in a lively, new world. In the absence
of the world he had known and unable, for whatever reason blocks him, to
marry seventeen-year-old Melisandre Backus, to whom he is betrothed,
Gavin leaves for Heidelberg, returning in two years to find his fiancee
already married to a New Orleans boot-legger who has set up operations
on his father-in-law's farm.

Gavin's inability to act decisively in 1919

marks him, in William R. Taylor's terms, as a "Southern Hamlet, a man
who • • • is introspective, giving to brooding--one in whora1 the springs
of action have become somehow impaired. • • •"40 Instead of acting, he
is content, in Knight's Gambit, "just to lie in bed in the dark and remember
tomorrow and tomorrow and all the colored spring, April and May and June,
momrl.ng noon and evening, empty .•••. •" (p. 233). Through his behavior,
Gavin displays one of the traits of the Lost Generation, a backing away
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I,
I

from life and an unwillingness to become actively involved in what is
happening around him.
A romantic at heart, Gavin is attracted to traditions such as the code
which draws him to the war or the family ties which prompt his proposal
to Melisandre.

His participation in the war allows Gavin to put into

practice the South's traditions, but the ambulance service in which he
partipates pennits him to maintain justice, honor, and chivalry without
really experiencing arry dangerf thus, he can unite nineteenth-century
values with twentieth-century pragmatism.

Despite his joining the two sets

of values, Gavin seems to favor the past because one of his pastimes is
translating the Bible back into the Greek.

This thirst for the past, though,

runs counter to the mores of the twentieth century which demand action.
Gavin finds himself unable to act until 1941 when he finally claims his
sweetheart, the now-widowed Melisandre Backus Harriss.

j

I·

Since Gavin cannot rely on action in order to survive in the modern
world, he must substitutue his intellect. Throughout the storli.es in
Knight's Gambit, he repeatedly fondles the Phi Beta Kappa key which hangs
on his watch fob as a symbol of his intelligence and his reliance upon
that intelligence.

f
I

I
I

I
t
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As a result, his reliance on intellect and his

inability to act create within Gavin a stasis, or static equilibrium,
which draws him constantly to the traditions which have served him well
in the past, according to Mary Montgomery Dunlap, 41 because on;l.y they can
define his existence.
One strong example of traditional values dictating his behavior
arises when Gavin chivalrously protects the females of Jefferson, especially
the younger ones such as Linda Snopes, for whom he cares deeply, because
they are innocent of the harsh ways of the world. This ideal also prompts
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him to propose to the future Mrs. Harriss, but it also influences his
desire-along with his attraction to her--to protect Eula Varner Snopes•s
nonexistent honor as she conducts her affair with Mayor De Spain, as seen
in��• 42

As Brooks points out, to Gavin, Jefferson is populated with

romantic "Helens and Iseults," who must be admired from afar but who could
not possibly,. to the chivalric admirer, be human enough to destroy the
the fragile image of an "unravished bride."43
Another ex.ample of faith in traditions surfaces when, in Requiem

! �, 44

.f2!.

he constantly badgers Temple Drake Stevens, his cousin's wife,

to admit her responsibility for events stenming from her rape at the hands
of the criminal Popeye, recounted in the novel Sanctuary.

His faith in

human beings to arise to the occasion demanded of them stems from his
traditional upbringing which stresses the ability of man to overcome
adversity through strong character and self-reliance.

To Gavin, the ability

to press one's innate personal strength allows one to overcome doom which
is present through all time and which stems from cumulative past experiences.
Until such time as he is capable of bridging the past and present,
Gavin exists, as do many of the Lost Generation, in a state of moral
bankruptcy.

Like young Bayard Sartoris, he cannot cope with the modern

lifestyle; for example, in�Mansion, the Lolita-like sexual suggestions
of Linda Snopes, who offers him her body, offend his idealized notions of
her.

In contrast, like Horace Benbow's, his traditional values seem to

have disappeared on occasion; a moment of wealmess in his faith in human
nature appears in Intruder�� Du.st45 as the accused murderer, Negro
Lucas Beauchamp, sits quietly in jail asserting his belief that the truth
about Vinson Gowrie's murder will surface.

Rather than respect the

honesty, honor, and integrity of his client, Gavin seemingly accepts the
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conmunity• s guilty verdict until he must face his moral laxity: "' • •• it
took an old woman and two children • • • to believe the truth for no other
reason than that it was truth'" (p. 126).

In Gavin's case the Biblical

adage of "And a little child shall lead them" has deep poignancy, for now
he can recognize the moral depression which has plagued him and maey
other characters; the recognition is the first step toward a cure. When
Melisandre Harriss returns to Jefferson in Knight's Gambit, Gavin is now
capable of facing his inaction and remediating the situation by finally
marrying the woman to whom he proposed twenty-two years earlier.
The past strongly influences Gavin's attitude toward the twentieth
century and man's survival within the modern world. By finally taking
that step to become a full member of the post-war society, Gaving merges
his past values with necessary contemporary ones. To Gavin in 1941,
according to Vickery, every "present action reshapes or confirms the design

--------

of the past. u 46 As Gavin states in Intruder in the Dust, the past
always bears upon the present:

be

"'It's all

E2! you

see. Yesterday wont

over until tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago'"

(p. 194).

The past and the present are inseparable to Stevens, and he

finally steps out of the restrictions of the former and becomes active
in the latter when he comes to this realization. Still, until that time,
as Edmond Volpe points out, "Gavin's need to escape the horrors of the
real world is an intense and genuine feeling•••• But Gavin's feeling
for an Edenic past does not eradicate, as it does for so many of Faulkner's
other characters, a desire and willingness to live in the present. n47

Thus Gavin seems to unite the best of both times-past and present-as he
has reexamined the past traditions, retaining the best of those, and as
he deals with present values, selecting the best traits of the twentieth

l
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century to help him cope.

He is not misled into either time by foolishly

adhering strictly to just one code or the other.
Tug Nightingale
One of the maey personalities po.pulating Faulkner's reythical Jefferson
is a simple painter named Tug Nightingale.

Although not an impol.'tant or

recurring figure in Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha cycle, Tug is an essential
character because of his occupation and because of his experiences in
World War I, but, more importantly, he is prominent because of his
association with the Lost Generation. Tug deserves recognition as a
member of that society because of his story since, as Chick Mallison
says in� Mansion, " • • • even the ones that came back with an ann or
a leg gone, came back just like what they were when they left: merely
underlined, italicized" (p. 181).

Like the other Jefferson veterans, Tug

is the same upon his return, yet something about him is different.
Tug Nightingale is the only child of a scrawn.,, little -, widowed cobbler
who had fought in the Civil War.
religion are basic:

Father Nightingale's politics and

" • • • a Hard-Shell Baptist who didn't merely have

to believe it, because he knew it was so:

that the earth was flat and

that Lee had betrayed the whole South when he surrendered at Appomattox"
(p. 181).

As a youth Tug readily accepted the philosophies of his father

unquestioningly, possibly because of his implied dim-wittedness. Learned
skills to

Tug

presented a problem, both in education and in occupation:

"Tug had got almost as far as the fourth grade when the principal himself
told Mr. Nightingale it would be better for Tug to quit" (p.181),

and his

chosen profession of painting was no easier because he was "not a first-

l
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rate one, but at least he could stir the paint and put it on a wall or
fence after somebody had shown him where to stop" (p. 182).

Despite his

learning disabilities, Tug has one outstanding instinctive skill; following
his departure from academic life, he began hanging out around the stable
because "Tug didn't have any piddling mere affinity for and rapport with
mules:

he was an homme fatal to them, any mule, horse or mare either,

being putty in his hands; he could do anything with them except buy and
sell them for a profit" (p. 182).
Prior to the war, Tug's pleasures were few; he enjoyed his Saturday
night barbershop bath, a few drinks, shooting dice, and occasionally
a fight caused by a combination of liquor and his father's opinions on
religion and the Confederacy.

Only gradu.al:cy did the other citizens come

to realize that after Tug turned thirty he no longer fought or played dice
or woke up Sundays in the jail; instead, they noticed him walking his
father to church and afterwards sitting on his front porch reading the
few newspapers that circulated throughout the county.

Something bothered

Tug, but Jeffersonians did not realize what "until the next April, 1917"
(p. 183) when he joined the Sartoris Rifles, a local militia organized
after the dec.laration of war.
After angering his father with his decision to join the "Yankee

army,"

Tug finds himself in Europe, having earned a distinct honor among the
local citizenry; as Chick Mallison relates:

" ••• he was not only the

first Yoknapatawpha County soldier (the Sartoris boys didn't count since
they were officially British troops) to go overseas, he was among the last
of all American troops to get back home, which was in late 1919•••"
(p. 186).

Once home again, Tug resumes his former occupation and habits,

but traveling salesman

v.

K. Ratliff accounts for one difference in the
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· eteran: �, • • • on his face now [was] a look ••• as if he had been
taught and believed all his life that the fourth dimension was invisible,
then suddenly had seen one'" (p. 187) • Ratliff senses that Tug has had
an insight into some grand plan which others have not been privileged to
see; in other words, Tug's participation in the war has allowed him to
fulfill a desire to do some constructive act in his life, such as possibly
protecting the world.
Tug Nightingale exhibits the background characteristics of most
Southern members of the Lost Generation:

strong family ties, family

tradition associated with the Civil War, indoctrination in the Lost Cause
mythology, and natural instincts. Yet, in Tug, these traits do not create
a post-war depression as seen in such characters as Bayard Sartoris or
Horace Benbow or Gavin Stevens. Perhaps his implied mental handicaps
prevent Tug from experiencing such a war trauma because he is unable to
brood over the conflicts the war creates with his traditional Southern
upbringing.

Another possible reason for not experiencing such malaise

could be Tug's assignment as a cook in the army; however, even a non-combat
assignment does not prevent Horace Benbow or Gavin stevens from undergoing
a certain amount of stasis as they initially find themselves unable to
function within their familiar world when they return to Jefferson.
D3spite Tug•s seeming lack of problems re-entering society, one
cannot escape Ratliff's stat-ement that the veteran. has a look on his face
as if he had seen an "invisible" fourth dimension. Indoctrinated all his
life to believe that Jefferson and the Confederacy are the center of the
universe and that the South is all-might� Tug has endured a new experience.
He has seen life outside his small town and has participated in what, to
him, is a noble cause.

His simple faith in mankind and the world's politics
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has caused him to accept quite easily the patriotic theory that he fought
to "make the world safe for democracy." As Tug himself states when asked
why he enlisted, "'We cant let them Germans keep on treating folks like
they're doing'" (p. 185).
By

being able to accept and justify his actions as part of a worthy

cause, Tug exhibits a simple-and perhaps simple-minded-faith in his
experiences, a pride in his actions and his self-awareness, and a respect
for himself that no one seems to have noticed before the war. Thus,
when soda-jerk (the pun here is questionable) Skeets McGowan moeks Tug's
wartime. travels, the veteran can easily rely on his traditional background
of honor to respond as would arry Southern gentleman whose reputation has
been questioned-by accepting the challenge and sending Skeets to the
hospital.
Conclusion
In some respects the South as romanticized in literature and film was
dead by the end of World War I; it ceased to be an isolated region apart
from the rest of the country. America's causes were its causes also;
likewise, the country's problems were its problems.

At the same time,

however, the South maintained a certain distance and distinction that
preserved its identity, thereby presenting itself with a unique set of
problems that substantially hindered the region's entrance into the
twentieth century until the "war to end

all

wars" demanded recognition of

modern ways; the result was an even greater sense of purposelessness and
moral confusion, because the South did not want to lose the old ways and
its identity. Like artists of

l

all

regions and generations, William
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Faulkner had the ability to see life as it is and to tell of life as it
could be.

He deplored the modern society in which man has to function,

realizing that nothing lasts forever, yet he recognized also that the
past strongly influences the present and thus the future; therefore, he
could understand that change is inevitable, but much of the past, for him,
presents such rigid guides that moral and psychological confusion is also
inevitable for the person caught between the past and the present.
John Pilkington states that ·.across the United States, and Europe, the
veterans and their .families:found themselves, after the war, "broken in
spirit and unable to act purposefully because they had lost faith in the
value of any action."4

8

Veterans from the South were no different in

this respect from Northern or Midwestern veterans; yet Southern members
of the Lost Generation found their problems compounded

by

the Southern

nzyth or Southern traditions, which stressed personal and family honor,
respect for the land, chivalric behavior for all, and faith in God.
Despite what Edmond Volpe calls an increasingly mechanized, industrial
society that "dehumanizes man

by

forcing him to cultivate false values, 1149

these young Southern men attempted to maintain their ideals of courage,
fortitude, honesty, and goodness in a world where these virtues were,
for the most part, anachronisms.
While the North could present its sons with few traditions other
than strait-laced Puritanism, it "succeeded in imposing upon its cultures
and upon men an untraditional, abstract, and abstracting society," ia
Frederick J. Hoffman's view.50 The South, on the other hand, gave its
youth a practical code which could shield and guide them in their daily
lives as well as in their preparations for the after-life. Rather than
stressing the hereafter, the code placed its emphasis on the here-and-now,
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basing these precepts on the concrete cumulative actions of, first, family
and, then, connnunity.

Part of this education has its foundations in the

myth of the Lost Cause, that noble purpose for which the South fought the
Civil War-states' integrity and their innate right to a viable economic
system.

The loss of the war was a bitter

blow to the region, and in an

attempt to assuage the "catastrophe," the people created legends glorifying
what Paul Kennerly has called the "Southern pride and stubborn blindness" 51
of that generation.

These legends would present unique problems to the

South's Lost Generation when these new veterans attempted to return to
their traditional values and lessons.
Faullmer's Lost Generation displays a variety of responses to the
Southern tradition, primarily because each character has been instilled
by his respective family with .a different version of the code. Bayard
Sartoris, for example, has grown up believing in family honor and courage
in the face of death; he gained his ideals from the act:iions of his great
grandfather and great-uncle, both of whom exhibited these traits in the
War Between the States. Yet in the 191 9-1920 period of his "helling
around the country," Bayard cannot live up to these examples because
the war and the world afterwards do not provide a medium suitable for such
personal glory.

At the other end of the spectrum is Montgomery Ward

Snopes, who grew up learning that the force behind survival is the Almighty
Dollar; like Bayard, Snopes learned his lessons from actions of his Civil
Wa r ancestor, Ab Snopes, who owed allegiance to neither South nor North but
who participated in the war only for the wealth it would bring him. Fifty
years later, Montgomery Ward engages in the first world war for profit
rather than for some patriotic reason.
Between the extremes presented by Sartoris and Snopes are Horace

Benbow and Gavin Stevens; both men are paragons of words and ideas rather
than of actions.

In the decade following the war, each is frozen in time,

desiring past values which do not exist aeymore; therefore, each is unable
to act in any way which does not involve the abstractions of law. Each
has his moment of triumph, however• when he can finally act-Horace
defends Lee Goodwin and Gavin ultimately asks Mrs. Harriss to marry him
but that moment must wait at least a decade to allow the war's new value
system to resolve itself with past traditions and thereby root each man
out of his stasis.
Caspey Strothers and Buddy Maccallum depict the smoothest transitions
back into Southern society. Although both have their own inner conflicts
to resolve following the war, they do so quickly and easily because they
frequently interact with the stable earth, the one element of the Southern
code that does not change due to social pressure. More than any other
active Lost Generation character, these two create a new society bridging
the past and the present without any serious detriment to either time.
Tug Nightingale is the least affected of the Yolmapatawpha veterans,
possibly because of his limited mental capabilities which would prevent
any serious evaluation of his experiences.

Although he has the look of

one who has experienced an exciting new event, he is the same upon his
return, "merely underlined, italicized." He is one of those who will
eventually become part of the legends for the next generation.
Of the virtues expressed in the Southern code found in Faulkner's
Yoknapatawpha cycle, only respect for the land seems capable of surviving
unaltered into the twentieth century, an idea Hemingway also expresses in
.'.!'.h!:, ��Rises, the definitive Lost Generation novel of the 1920s:
"One generation passeth away, and another generation cometh; but the earth

abideth forever.· • •" (p •. 87). Maey of the veterans seem closest to the
ideal Southern gentleman only when hunting or working the land. As far
as the other tenets of the code are concerned, the veterans discover that
their "ideals were revealed as frauds, traditions as shams, the social
fabric was rent," as Panthea Broughton emphasizes. 52 As a result, the
young men find themselves functioning outside the guidelines the code
offers.

Their confusion is compounded because each one, in some way or

another, interacts with a member of the older generation still familiar
with the Civil War, and these elders instill in the youngsters the ideals
exemplified by those standard-bearers of the past. The problem that
these new veterans encounter is the disparity between the standards of
the Civil War era and the_harsh realities of World War I. Olga Vickery
summarizes this incongruity in Faulkner•s literature:
What Faulkner stresses • • • is not the values expressed in and
through the Civil War, but precisely the fact that it has been
over for a long time, long enough to become not only history but
legend. In contrast, there has not been time enough for a
"public" attitude embodied in legend to develop and perpetuate
itself in connection with the World War. 53
With its lack of legends, the first world war has no. historical,
"public" perspective to allow viable interpretations for its veterans
yet.

The result is a floundering gener�tion lost and seeking some guiding

light through a dark world.
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